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Summary

Aviation industry is highly focused on the development of emission-free air-
craft. One of the pillars towards achieving this is the More Electric Aircraft
(MEA) concept, which should ideally include full electric propulsion in the up-
coming decades. Innovations have been driven towards replacement of con-
ventional systems by electrical alternatives, resulting in hundreds of kilome-
tres of on-boardwiring and as a consequence an increased risk ofmalfunction
due to undesired electromagnetic coupling - crosstalk. More than ever, this
calls for optimisations in the weight of an Electrical Wiring Interconnection
System (EWIS), while keeping compliance with safety and Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC) regulations.
Multiconductor TransmissionLine (MTL)models, includingall its extensions,

or even commercially available full-wave solvers based on for instanceMethod
of Moments (MoM), are suitable for making predictions of crosstalk in compli-
cated cabling systems. However, their significantly high computation times
prevent them from applications in which a high variety of realisations has to
be computed, such as EWIS optimisations and early risk assessments. There-
fore, this thesis focuses on the derivation of methods able to provide efficient
estimations of crosstalk that will be of use in early design stages of a EWIS.
The thesis starts with the introduction of a method for low-frequency ap-

proximations to theMTL equations. Thismethod is used to derive closed-form
expressions for crosstalk between wire pairs with and without a nearby per-
fectly conducting ground plane. Such expressions clearly relate all designable
parameters to crosstalk, which can be used as design rules tomake early deci-
sions about routing and segregation of low-risk signals, or early identification
of high risks. Moreover, the low-frequency approximations are further appli-
cable to greatly reduce computation times for simulations that involve more
complicated non-uniform transmission lines.
One of the measures to protect cabling from crosstalk or external field ef-

fects is to apply shielding. However, excessive shieldingwill result in an unnec-
essary increase in weight of a EWIS. Consequently, shielding provides oppor-
tunity for trade-off andoptimisation in termsof EMCprotection versusweight.
Therefore, the third chapter of this thesis derives generic prediction of cross-
talk in cases that involve shielded cables. Clear distinctions aremadebetween
regions of various frequency behaviour, and the transition frequencies as well

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments v
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Summary

as crosstalk levels of each region are again related to all designable parame-
ters.
On top of carrying many electr(on)ic systems, modern aircraft also exhibit

a huge change in thematerials used. Nowadays, roughly 50% of aircraft com-
prise composite materials, such as Carbon-fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP),
which have a lower conductivity than the conventional aluminium. Therefore,
this thesis provides two methods to incorporate the effects of lossy ground
planes into the MTL equations. These methods are compared against full-
wave simulation results as well as measured crosstalk for the cases of cross-
talk betweenwire pairs above a single lossy ground plane and in between two
lossy ground planes. The latter can be regarded as a step towards transmis-
sion line modelling of embedded or integrated wiring.
Finally, exact representation of a complex EWIS in aircraft seemsutterly im-

possible. Uncertainties in for instance input data and cabling geometry pre-
vents us frommaking exact predictions of crosstalk. Design rules will help in
making decisions in the early stages of EMC risk assessment. Moreover, sen-
sitivity analyses can provide insight in the parameters that are most crucial
to crosstalk levels, as well as insight into the measures to be taken when fur-
ther optimisations of the wiring systems in later stages of the design process
are required. A final step in this thesis showcases the application of the de-
veloped transmission line models to perform efficient sensitivity analyses in
cases of crosstalk between twisted pairs in cable bundles, as well as the trans-
fer impedance of braided shields.

vi
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Samenvatting

Deontwikkeling vanemissievrije luchtvaart heeft hogeprioriteit voorde lucht-
vaartindustrie. Eén van de pijlers richting dit doel is het More Electric Aircraft
(MEA) concept, dat in de toekomst idealiter ook van elektrische voortstuwing
is voorzien. Innovaties hebben tot dusverre geleid tot de vervanging van con-
ventionele systemen door elektrische alternatieven, wat heeft geresulteerd in
honderden kilometers aan bekabeling aan boord van vliegtuigen. De con-
sequentie hiervan is een vergroot risico op storingen door ongewenste elek-
tromagnetische koppeling - overspraak. Meer dan ooit vraagt dit om opti-
malisaties in het gewicht van een Electrical Wiring Interconnection System
(EWIS). Dit mag echter nooit ten koste gaan van veiligheid en Elektromag-
netische Compatibiliteit (EMC).
Multiconductor Transmissielijn (MTL) modellen inclusief alle mogelijke uit-

breidingen, zijn net als commercieel verkrijgbare simulatiepakketten, geba-
seerd op bijvoorbeeld Methods of Moments (MoM), geschikt om voorspellin-
gen te doen van overspraak in complexe kabelsystemen. Echter resulteren
zulke methodieken in lange rekentijden, wat een obstakel vormt voor inzet
waarbij een groot aantal realisaties doorgerekend moet worden, zoals de op-
timalisatie van een EWIS en vroegtijdige risico analyses. Daarom focust deze
thesis zich op de afleiding vanmethoden die op een efficiëntemanier in staat
zijn om schattingen van overspraak te bepalen en die gebruikt kunnen wor-
den in de vroege design stadia van een EWIS.
Deze thesis begint met de introductie van een methode voor de bepa-

ling van laag-frequente benaderingen van de MTL vergelijkingen. Deze me-
thode wordt gebruikt om gesloten expressies voor overspraak tussen draad-
paren in de vrije ruimte en boven een geleidend grondvlak af te leiden. Zulke
expressies laten de relaties tussen overspraak en controleerbare parameters
duidelijk zien. Ze kunnen worden gebruikt als zowel ontwerpregels voor be-
slissingen over routering en segregatie van signalen met lage risico’s in de
vroege ontwerpstadia, als voor vroege identificatie van hoge risico’s. Boven-
dien zijn de laag-frequente benaderingen toepasbaar omde rekentijden voor
simulaties van meer gecompliceerde niet-uniforme transmissielijnen enorm
te verminderen.
Eén van de maatregelen om bekabeling te beschermen tegen overspraak

of externe effecten, is het toepassen van shielding. Echter, het gebruik van

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments vii
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Samenvatting

buitensporige hoeveelheden shielding zal het gewicht van een EWIS onn-
odig veel laten toenemen. Daaromvormt shielding eengoede kandidaat voor
trade-off en optimalisatie wat betreft EMC bescherming versus gewicht. Het
derde hoofdstuk van deze thesis leidt daarom generieke voorspellingen van
overspraak in gevallen met geshielde kabels af. Duidelijk onderscheid kan
worden gemaakt tussen regio’s met verschillend frequentiegedrag, waarvan
de transitiefrequenties en de overspraakniveaus wederom gerelateerd kun-
nen worden aan alle controleerbare parameters van de kabels.
Naast het toenemende aantal elektrische systemen aan boord, bestaan

moderne vliegtuigen ook uit steeds meer nieuwe structurele materialen. Te-
genwoordig wordt grofweg 50% van een vliegtuig gemaakt van composieten
zoals Carbon-Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP). Deze materialen hebben een
lageregeleidingdanhetbijvoorbeeld aluminium. Daarom introduceert hoofd-
stuk 4 van deze thesis tweemethoden om de effecten van grondvlakkenmet
verliezen op te nemen in de MTL vergelijkingen. Deze methoden worden
vergeleken met resultaten van commerciële simulatiesoftware en metingen
voor overspraak tussendraadparenboveneenenkel grondvlak en tussen twee
grondvlakken in. Dit laatste kan worden gezien als een stap richting model-
lering van geïntegreerde of embedded bekabeling.
Exacte representatie van een complexe EWIS in een vliegtuig lijkt simpel-

wegonmogelijk. Onzekerheden in bijvoorbeeld de inputdata en in degeome-
trie van kabels weerhoudt ons ervan om overspraak exact te kunnen voor-
spellen. Ontwerpregels zullen helpen in het maken van beslissingen in de
vroege stadia van EMC risico analyses. Daarnaast zijn ook gevoeligheidsanal-
yses zeer waardevol om inzicht te verkrijgen in welke parameters overspraak
het meest beïnvloeden, of welke beschermingsmaatregelen genomen moe-
ten worden als optimalisatie in de verdere stadia van het design nodig zijn.
Een laatste stap in deze thesis laat de toepasbaarheid van de ontwikkelde
transmissielijnmodellen in een efficiënte gevoeligheidsanalyse zien, waarbij
gekekenwordt naar overspraak tussen getwiste draadparen in bundels en de
transfer impedantie van kabelshields.
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1 | Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Sustainable aviation is one of themajor keywords controlling innovations and
developments in modern aircraft in the twenty-first century. The European
Union’s Flightpath 2050 demands from aviation industry a 75% reduction in
CO2 emissions per passenger kilometre and a 90% reduction in NO emis-
sions [1]. This pushes the development of more efficient technologies on-
board aircraft. The More Electric Aircraft (MEA) is one of the promising con-
cepts to greatly decrease fuel consumptions and CO2 and NO emissions on
short term. In a MEA more and more systems are electrically driven. For in-
stance, the application of smart wings will introducemany electronic systems
in the wing area [2]. Moreover, on traditional commercial platforms, the En-
vironmental Control System (ECS), the wing Ice Protection System (IPS) and
pneumatic systems for actuation of flight control surfaces use hot air bled
from the engine to power the systems. On a MEA platform these systems are
electrically driven (see Figure 1.1). Last but not least, developments towards
emission-free aviation are also moving towards hybrid or full electrification of
the aircraft propulsion system.
All these technology developments have greatly increased the amount of

electrical wiring in the past decades, while the space for wiring in many parts
of the aircraft generally reduces. To illustrate, in 1984 a Boeing 767-200ER car-
ried 120 km of wiring, while a modern Boeing 787 carries more than 4 times
that amount [4]. With future aircraft even more cabling can be expected,
which highlights the desire for an Electrical Wiring Interconnection System
(EWIS) on-board aircraft that is optimised in terms of weight, volume and
costs, while keeping compliance with safety and Electromagnetic Compati-
bility (EMC) regulations.
Signals applied to closely spaced cables can cause the phenomenon of un-

desired Electromagnetic (EM) coupling, which is called crosstalk. As MEA will
implement a significantly high number of power electronic converters and
sensors, crosstalk between cables is an essential topic. Interference by cross-
talk might lead to malfunction of systems that are attached to those cables
when the interference level is high or when the attached systems are highly

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments 1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Key aircraft subsystems that are subject to electrification in theMore Electric
Aircraft (source [3]).

sensitive. Trade-offs have to be made between protection measures such as
segregation of cables and the application of extra shielding on the one hand,
and the extra weight the aircraft has to carry due to such precautions on the
other hand. EM simulations can assist in making such trade-offs. Complex,
state-of-the-art solutionmethods are used to simulate crosstalk effects in de-
tailed models of practical cable bundles. Several extensions of the elegant
Multiconductor TransmissionLine (MTL) theorybyClaytonPaul [5] facilitate for
example in accurate simulation of twisted wire pairs [6], [7], and the inclusion
of inhomogeneous insulation around conductors by numerical estimation of
per-unit-length (p.u.l.) parameters [5], [8]. Other advancementsmake it possi-
ble to includemore complex longitudinal non-uniformities that are present in
practical cable bundles, such asmeandering of cables [9], [10] and twist irregu-
larities [11], [12]. Finally, statisticalmethods could be considered if uncertainties
in cable bundles should be taken into account [13–18]. A combination of the
necessary state-of-the-art models could yield reliable crosstalk predictions in
complex cable bundles.
However, with modern aircraft carrying several hundred kilometres of ca-

bling, performing such complete and accurate simulations for every possible
configuration of an entire EWIS will be a computationally huge task, even

2
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1.2. THESIS GOALS

whenquick simulationmethods areused for the computationof a singleEWIS
[19]. Especially when used in optimisation of cable bundles, in which numer-
ous realisations of cable bundles and routing scenarios should be analysed,
more efficient methods are useful to reduce the solution space. Therefore,
the effective application of EMC design rules for cable routing is important,
since these allow early identification of possible risks. The dependencies of
crosstalk on designable parameters such as separation distances are essen-
tial for such design rules. Designable parameters are those of which the val-
ues can be changed by the design engineer. Quick analysis of the entire EWIS
based upon such design rules can yield both routing for low-risk signals and
EMC bottle-necks for the high-risk signals. Subsequent design stages could
then involve accurate assessment of the routing of thesehigh-risk signals. The
desired design rules can be obtained by simplified crosstalk expressions as a
result of low-frequency analysis of the MTL.
Apart fromthe trendsof ever increasingamounts of on-board cabling,mod-

ern aircraft structures are more and more composite-based (see Figure 1.2).
Today’s commercial aircraft, such as the Airbus A350 and Boeing 787, com-
prise about 50% of its weight in composites [20,21]. From a crosstalk perspec-
tive it is well-known that it is good practice to place cables close to a good
conducting surface, as this generally reduces crosstalk levels [22, 23]. How-
ever, since these modern aircraft carry so much lossy composite materials,
there is a need to model the effects on crosstalk behaviour due to replace-
ment of metal parts in aircraft by less conducting material such as Carbon-
fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP). Efficient simulation models for crosstalk in
cable bundles that can include the lossy properties of CFRP ground planes
are a requirement for modern aircraft EWIS design. One of the challenging
aspects in the use of composite materials is the large uncertainty in conduc-
tivity between the various layers. However, for the crosstalk analysis in this
thesis representation of the CFRP by an isotropic plane with equivalent con-
ductivity is sufficient [24,25].

1.2 Thesis goals

The goal of this thesis is to develop efficient methods for analysis of cross-
talk that provide quick estimations of crosstalk levels or sensitivities. Such
methods can give an engineer quick insight into crosstalk phenomena for a
large variety of EWIS realisations in modern aircraft, facilitating both early risk
assessment as well as EWIS optimisations. To reach this goal, a bottom-up
approach leads from closed-form expressions for crosstalk in the very simple
case of unshielded and untwisted wire pairs, through the inclusion of shields
and lossy grounds. Finally, MTL models are used to perform sensitivity analy-
ses of more complex cabling phenomena such as cable twist and meander-
ing, as well as transfer impedance of braided shields. Crosstalk appears not
only in cables, but also in for instance connectors or through pigtails [27–30].

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments 3
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the composite products in current aicraft (source [26]).

Even though the MTL models used in this thesis are well applicable to such
cases, the scope of this thesis is restricted to cables. Specifically, MTL models
are utilised for the following situations:

• Closed-formexpressions for crosstalkbetweenunshielded, untwistedwire
pairs that yield direct relations between crosstalk anddesignable param-
eters.

• Generic predictions of crosstalk between cables that include shielding,
which clearly identify the various regions of frequency behaviour intro-
duced by shielding.

• Analysis of the effects to crosstalk behaviour of replacingmetallic ground
planes by lossy materials such as CFRP.

• Application of the transmission line models to perform sensitivity analy-
sis to crosstalk in more complex cable bundles and transfer impedance
measurement methods.

4
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1.3. THESIS STRUCTURE

1.3 Thesis structure

The structure of this thesis reflects the bottom-up approach of crosstalk anal-
ysis by the use of the MTL models as mentioned in the previous section. That
is, the thesis starts in Chapter 2 with the analysis of crosstalk in one of the sim-
pler cabling configurations possible. It is shown that by using low-frequency
approximations to theMTL equations closed-form expressions can be derived
that clearly indicate the dependencies on all cabling parameters. This yields
useful insight in crosstalk phenomena and the measures that can be taken
for early risk assessment in the optimisation of cable bundles. Moreover, it is
shown that these low-frequency approximations can also be used to greatly
reduce computation times for crosstalk between twisted wire pairs. This is
later applied in sensitivity analyses in Chapter 5.
One layer of complexity is added in the form of shielding in Chapter 3. The

methods to include one or two layers of shielding to a cable in an MTL model
are introduced, after which again low-frequency analysis yields expressions
that clearly explain the frequency behaviour of crosstalk that is caused by
thebraided shields. Further simplification of these low-frequency expressions
into specified frequency regions results in generic predictions of crosstalk in
cases that involve shielded wires. These generic predictions clearly relate the
crosstalk to all shielding parameters.
The influences of lossy ground planes, such as CFRP, in the vicinity of ca-

bling is analysed in Chapter 4. Two ways of incorporating such lossy ground
planes with finite thickness intoMTLmodelling are introduced and applied to
the case of crosstalk between two wire pairs above one CFRP ground plane,
andbetween twoCFRPgroundplanes. Comparing such results to the cases of
aluminium ground planes or cabling without nearby ground planes yields in-
teresting conclusions on frequency behaviour. Moreover, the two newly intro-
ducedmethods reach significant speed-ups compared to full-waveMethodof
Moments (MoM) simulations.
In Chapter 5 MTL methods are applied in sensitivity analyses. Firstly, the

sensitivitywith respect tomodel parameters of crosstalk between twistedwire
pairs in bundles that include bundle twist and cable meandering is analysed.
Secondly, MTL models of transfer impedance measurement methods are in-
troduced and used to investigate the sensitivities of these methods to termi-
nation mismatches and dielectric permittivity.
Eachof theChapters contains a short summary of results in the closing sec-

tion, while Chapter 6 provides the overall conclusions to this thesis, including
directions for further research.

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments 5
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2 | Crosstalk analysis for
early risk assessment

Chapter 1 introduced thebenefits of simplifiedanalytical crosstalk expressions
for early risk assessment, when compared to for instance complex numerical
simulation methods that take into account every detail of the cabling config-
uration. Low-frequency analysis of the MTL models, i.e. for electrically short
lines, will be used in this chapter, which is based on [22], to derive such ex-
pressions.
Crosstalk for low frequencies, or electrically short lines, in a lossless case

can quickly be computed by Spice simulations. However, these do not re-
sult in clear dependencies of crosstalk with respect to designable parame-
ters. Alternatively, circuit analysis of lossless and electrically short Transmis-
sion Lines (TLs) is often used to obtain analytic crosstalk expressions. For in-
stance, White derives expressions for the coupling between two single wires
above ground [31] and in [32] and [33] Paul also derives similar expressions for
crosstalk between a single wire and a twisted pair or a shielded wire above
ground. However, circuit analysis becomes tedious for more than 2 or 3 wires
above a ground plane, and therefore there is a lack of such analytic expres-
sions in literature.
In this chapter we present a mathematical method to derive simplified

but efficient closed-form crosstalk expressions directly from the matrix for-
mulations of the MTL equations. These expressions directly relate crosstalk
to all designable parameters and can be used for design rules to make early
decisions about routing and segregation of low-risk signals. Application of
this method results in such crosstalk expressions for four and five-conductor
TLs involving wire pairs 1) above a perfectly conducting ground plane, and 2)
without nearby ground plane. A first application of this method, published
in [23], showed fourth-order dependence with respect to separation distance
for crosstalk betweenwire pairs close to a perfectly conducting ground plane.
In this chapter, the method is also applied to crosstalk between wire pairs
where a ground plane is absent. The derived closed-form expressions for both
situations clearly show the differences in dependencies of crosstalk on all des-
ignable parameters. Finally, it is also shown that the set of low-frequency

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments 7
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

equations that form the basis of the presentedmethodology is very useful for
a quick, lossless crosstalk analysis of more complex and non-uniformMTLs. A
speedup of more than 20 times is reached when compared to the global MTL
method. The methods and expressions in this chapter also form an efficient
candidate for multiple run optimisation of an entire EWIS. This will be shown
by the application of these low-frequency equations in the sensitivity analysis
to more complicated cable bundles in Chapter 5.
Section 2.1 introduces themathematical context of the low-frequencymeth-

od. In Section 2.1.1 two examples are given, comprising two wire pairs 1) close
to a perfect ground plane and 2) without nearby ground plane. Closed-form
expressions are derived and used for the analysis of parameter sensitivity. The
final section presents a summary of the findings in this chapter.

2.1 Multiconductor transmission line equations

Consider anMTLwithn+1 conductors, includinga reference conductor. Broad-
ly used simulationmethods to analyse crosstalk between cables are based on
the MTL equations [5]:

d

dz
V (z) = − Ẑ (z) , (2.1a)

d

dz
 (z) = − ŶV (z) . (2.1b)

In these equations V and  are n-dimensional vectors representing the vol-
tages and currents in eachof the nnon-reference conductors of theMTL along
its propagation direction z. For frequency domain solutions, the p.u.l. imped-
ance matrix Ẑ and admittance matrix Ŷ are usually defined by:

Ẑ =R + jωL (2.2a)

Ŷ =G + jωC. (2.2b)

Hereω is the angular frequency of the signal travelling down the transmission
line. The resistancematrix R, the capacitancematrix C, the inductancematrix
L and the conductance matrix G, together form the p.u.l. parameters, which
contain all cross-sectional information of the MTL.
Let V0 denote the vector containing the voltages at the near-end of the n

non-reference conductors with respect to the reference. Corresponding cur-
rents are represented by 0. Since crosstalk is defined as the ratio of voltage
induced in a receptor or victim TL, over that in the generator or culprit line, the
Near-end Crosstalk (NEXT) γNE can be expressed by:

γNE =
UT
2V0

UT
1V0

. (2.3)
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2.1. MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

MTL

Culprit

Victim

Reference

4

3

2

1

V1
V2

V3
V4

VDM,c

IDM,c

IDM,c

I1

I2

I3

I4

ICM,c

ICM,c

Near-
end

Far-
end

Figure 2.1: Representationof theMTLas a four-port network, inwhich thenumberingof
currents and voltages is illustrated. For the culprit, the DM currents (DM,c) and voltage
(VDM,c) are also shown, as well as the CM currents (CM,c).

Here U1 and U2 are the n-dimensional vectors that select the necessary vol-
tages fromV0 to obtain eitherCommon-mode (CM)orDifferential-mode (DM)
voltages of victim and culprit in the numerator and denominator of (2.3), re-
spectively. For example, in case DM crosstalk is required, from Figure 2.1 it can
be derived that U1 = (−1,1,0,0) and U2 = (0,0,−1,1).
To obtain closed-formNEXT expressions, the vector of voltages at near-end

is required. For Far-endCrosstalk (FEXT) the far-end voltage is used in (2.3), but
the analysis is completely similar. Therefore, in this chapter we discuss only
NEXT. For the analysis of MTLs, matrix equations are presented in [5]. One way
of solving these MTL equations involves the use of chain parameter matrices
, which can be used to relate the voltages and currents at the beginning of
the TL to the end of the TL:�

Vℓ
ℓ

�
=
�
11 12
21 22

��
V0
0

�
(2.4)

Suppose that the terminations of the MTL can be represented by a Thévenin
equivalent, then theboundary condition for thenear-endvoltages is expressed
as:

V0 = VS − ZS0. (2.5)
Here VS is the vector of voltage sources at the near-end side, and the ter-

mination networks at the near and far-end sides are represented by the im-
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

pedancematrices ZS and ZL. If there are any additional voltage sources at the
far-end side they are contained in a vector given by VL. In this case, the de-
sired voltages at the near-end can be obtained by solving the corresponding
currents from:

A0 =[11 − ZL21] VS − VL (2.6a)
A =[11ZS + ZL22 − 12 − ZL21ZS] , (2.6b)

and substituting 0 into (2.5). For crosstalk analysis, we assume presence of
one voltage source at the near-end side, implying:

VS = VSU1, VL = 0, (2.7)

in which VS controls the magnitude of the voltage source.
Alternatively, suppose that the terminations are given by a Norton equiv-

alent representation. Therefore, the terminations are represented by admit-
tancematricesYS andYL on source and load side. Then the near-end voltages
can be solved from:

AV0 =[22 − YL12] S + L (2.8a)
A =[22YS + YL11 − 21 − YL12YS] . (2.8b)

For crosstalk analysis we nowassumeone current source at the near-end side,
implying:

S = SU1, L = 0, (2.9)

in which S controls the magnitude of the voltage source.

2.1.1 Low-frequency approximations
Expressions that clearly give relations between crosstalk and designable pa-
rameters can be obtained by using low-frequency approximations. Such ap-
proximations are usually accurate up to frequencies at which the electrical
length of the TL is short with respect to the wavelength of the transmitted
signals. At such frequencies the chain parameters can be approximated by:

11 =22 = n (2.10a)
12 = − jωℓL − ℓR (2.10b)
21 = − jωℓC − ℓG, (2.10c)

where n is the n-dimensional identity matrix and ℓ the length of the line. Di-
electric losses and conductor losses can be included in the p.u.l. conductance
matrixG and resistancematrixR, respectively. However, by the low-frequency
technique presented in this chapter the high-frequency effects of dielectric
and conductor losses to crosstalk will be neglected. Low-frequency effects of

10
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2.1. MULTICONDUCTOR TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

common-impedance coupling can be derived in a way similar to how induc-
tive and capacitive coupling will be computed for the cases in Section 2.1.1.
However, these examples consider crosstalk betweenwire pairs in which case
there is no common return conductor. Therefore, in this chapter we neglect
conductor losses, by whichR = 0. The losses in dielectricmedia are neglected
in this entire thesis, implyingG = 0. Moreover, the analysis in this chapter pre-
sumesweakcoupling. Therefore, theusually small secondary couplingeffects,
as well as proximity effects, which are small whenever the wires of a wire pair
are separated by isolation, are both neglected.
Substitution of (2.10) in (2.6) or (2.8) gives the basis for the low-frequency

crosstalk analysis. The matrix inversion of A, needed for the computation of
voltages in all conductors, can be approximated by a Taylor expansion for low
frequencies. Therefore, A is manipulated to be in the following form:

A = n + jωℓB. (2.11)

Here, for the Thévenin representation, B follows from substitution of (2.10) into
(2.6) and multiplication by Z̃ = [ZS + ZL]−1. For the Norton representation
we multiply by Ỹ = [YS + YL]−1 after substitution of (2.10) into (2.8). For all
frequencies such that ωℓ‖B‖ � 1, which usually holds for electrically short
lines, the inversion is then approximated by:

A−1 = n − jωℓB. (2.12)

We apply this operation to (2.6) (after substitution of (2.10)) to obtain the
vector of currents at the near-end side. The vector of near-end voltages is then
computed by (2.5), resulting in:

V0 ≈ VsU1 − VsZSZ̃U1 + jωℓVSZS
�
Z̃LZ̃ + Z̃ZLCZSZ̃ − Z̃ZLC

�
U1. (2.13)

If the termination networks on both sides of the transmission line are equal,
i.e. ZS = ZL = Z, then (2.13) simplifies to:

V0 ≈ VS

2

�
n +

1

2
jωℓ

�
LZ−1 − ZC��U1. (2.14)

Similarly, for the Norton equivalent representation the Taylor approxima-
tion is applied to (2.8) to obtain the vector of voltages at the near-end side:

V0 ≈ sỸU1 + jωℓS
�
ỸYLL − ỸCỸ − ỸYLLYSỸ

�
U1. (2.15)

Again, if the terminations on both sides of the transmission line are equal, i.e.
YS = YL = Y, then (2.15) simplifies to:

V0 ≈ S

2

�
Y−1 +

1

2
jωℓ

�
L − Y−1CY−1��U1. (2.16)

Once the vector of voltages in each conductor has been obtained, (2.3) is ap-
plied to compute the resulting crosstalk.

Crosstalk Analysis in Aerospace Environments 11
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

Figure 2.2 gives an example of the NEXT computed between two 1.9m long
wire pairs with 20 mm separation, situated parallel at a distance of 1.5 mm
from an infinite ground plane, as shown by the cross-section in Figure 2.3a.
The values for all other parameters are given in [23] (and equal to those given
later in Section 2.2.1). The results in the figure show that by complete MTL
simulation or full-wave Feko [34] simulation a detailed prediction of crosstalk
in the frequency domain can be obtained. In the MTL simulations analytic
and exact expressions for the chain parameter matrices are used, including
all coupling and propagation effects in all conductors. Full-wave simulations
take into account all EM interactions, but are much more extensive to set up.
By substituting the low-frequency approximations for  in (2.10), direct solu-
tion of (2.6) yields a curve in which resonances disappeared, but the trends of
crosstalk behaviour in the frequency domain are still present (black line). The
red dashed curve represents the low-frequency approximations as result of
the analysis in this chapter, which do not give an exact solution for crosstalk
behaviour, but are perfect for determining relations to all designable param-
eters.

2.2 Application of the presented method

In this section, for two situations closed-form expressions are derived. In [23],
the presented methodology was applied to two single wires above a ground
plane. This provided results that are widely reported in literature. In this chap-
ter, the analysis is applied to crosstalk between wire pairs parallel and close to
a ground plane, as well as without ground plane. For both cases first a gen-
eral crosstalk expression is presented, after which leading-order dependency
on designable parameters is derived with Taylor expansions after some extra
assumptions.

2.2.1 Two wire pairs above a perfectly conducting ground
plane

Consider the cross-section in Figure 2.3a, comprising two wire pairs parallel
to a ground plane. The wires are numbered 1 to 4 from left to right and a
differential voltage source is included in the near-end termination of the first
pair; differential-mode crosstalk results. The pairs are separated by a distance
d and all wires are at equal heights h above the ground plane and of radius r .
The wires in both pairs have an intra-pair separation distance .

Terminations The terminations for the wire pairs are equal to those used
in [23] and shown in Figure 2.4. Norton equivalent representation techniques
can be used to obtain the corresponding termination matrices:

12
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2.2. APPLICATION OF THE PRESENTED METHOD

105 106 107 108 109

Frequency (Hz)

-130

-120

-110

-100

-90

-80

-70

-60

-50

-40

-30

(d
B

)

Near-end Crosstalk in dB 

MTL simulations
Low-frequency closed form
Direct matrix solution
Feko

Figure 2.2: MTL (green) and Feko (black crosses) simulations of NEXT between twowire
pairs above an infinite ground plane (see Section 2.2.1). The red dashed line shows the
low-frequency approximation. The black line is the direct solution found from Paul’s
matrix equation, given by (2.6), after substitution of (2.10).

(a) Two wire pairs close to an infinite, perfectly conducting ground plane

(b) Two wire pairs without nearby ground plane.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the cross-sections for two cabling configurations analysed in
this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

MTL

Culprit

Victim

Reference

Rd,cS

4

3

2

1

Rc,cS

Rc,vS

Rc,cS

Rc,vS

Rd,vS

Rd,cL

Rc,cL

Rc,vL

Rc,cL

Rc,vL

Rd,vL

VS

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the termination network for two wire pairs above a ground
plane.

ZX =
�
Z∗
cX 0
0 Z∗

X

�
(2.17a)

Z∗
mX =Rd,mX

�
cmX + κmX cmX − κmX
cmX − κmX cmX + κmX

�
,m ∈ {c, }. (2.17b)

where subscripts  and c represent the victim or the culprit, while the sub-
script X ∈ {S, L} indicates the termination on source or load side. Moreover,
κmX = [2 (Rd,mX/Rc,mX + 2)]−1, cmX = [Rd,mX (Rd,mX/Rc,mX + 2) /Rc,mX]−1 +
κmX . Here the variable Rd,mX is the DM and Rc,mX the CM termination of either
culprit or victimwirepair at the loador source side (see alsoFigure 2.4). TheCM
impedance Rc,mX is present if the wire pair is also connected to ground via a
certain impedance. In themeasurements presented in this chapter, wire pairs
are always connected to ground via a balun with known impedance. Finally,
since a DM source is present in the culprit line, we define U1 = (−1,1,0,0)T
and U2 = (0,0,1,1)T . By (2.5), this implies that a voltage difference of 2VS is
set and maintained.

Near-end crosstalk The given termination matrices in (2.17) can be used to
compute the numerator and denominator of (2.3):
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2.2. APPLICATION OF THE PRESENTED METHOD

UT
1V0 ≈ 2VSRd,cLκcL

Rd,cLκcL + Rd,cSκcS
(2.18a)

UT
2V0 ≈ jωℓVSRd,SκS (13 + 24 − (14 + 23))

2 (Rd,cLκcL + Rd,cSκcS) (Rd,LκL + Rd,SκS)
(2.18b)

− 2jωℓVSRd,cLRd,LRd,SκcLκLκS (c13 + c24 − (c14 + c23))

(Rd,cLκcL + Rd,cSκcS) (Rd,LκL + Rd,SκS)
.

Here, j and cj are elements of the inductance and capacitance matrices.
These can be computed by for instance the analytic expressions in [5], or nu-
merical methods [8]. Substituting (2.18) into (2.3) results in the following ex-
pressions for capacitive crosstalk:

γNE,cp ≈ jωℓRd,LRd,SκLκS (c14 + c23 − c13 − c24)
(Rd,LκL + Rd,SκS)

, (2.19)

and inductive crosstalk:

γNE,nd ≈ jωℓ Rd,SκS (13 + 24 − 14 − 23)
4Rd,cLκcL (Rd,LκL + Rd,SκS)

. (2.20)

In the next subsection Taylor expansions of the analytical p.u.l. parameters
will be used to obtain the leading order, closed-form crosstalk expressions.

Closed-formexpression Per-unit-lengthparameters characterise the trans-
mission line. We use Taylor expansions combined with the nice structure of
inductance andcapacitancematrices toderive our low-frequency closed form
expressions for crosstalk. The medium surrounding the wires is assumed to
be homogeneous. Material properties are given by ϵrϵ0 and μrμ0, where the
subscripts r and 0 indicate relative and free space permittivity or permeabil-
ity, respectively. Magnetic materials are unusual in cabling and are therefore
not considered for this thesis, by which the relative permeability will be set to
one from here on. Paul’s analytical expressions for the self-inductance  and
mutual inductance j of cylindrical conductors above a perfectly conducting
ground plane are given by [5]:

 =
μ0

2π
ln
�
2h

r

�
, j =

μ0

4π
ln

 
1 +

4hhj

d2j

!
. (2.21)

Here h and r are the height above ground and wire radius of conductor ,
while dj is the separationdistancebetweenconductors  and j. Applying these
equations to the test case of two wire pairs above a ground plane as given by
Figure 2.3a, the inductance matrix can be written as:

L =
�
L000 L12
LT12 L000

�
, (2.22)
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

where L000 represents the inductance within a pair, given by:

L000 = β
�

ln (2h/r) ln
p
1 + y

ln
p
1 + y ln (2h/r)

�
, (2.23)

where β = μ0/2π and y = 4h2/2. The mutual inductance between the pairs
equals:

L12 =
β

2

 ln (1 + ) ln
�
1 + 

(1+α)2

�
ln
�
1 + 

(1−α)2
�

ln (1 + )

 , (2.24)

where α = /d and  = 4h2/d2. Suppose α is a small parameter, i.e.  � d.
Then the inversion of L, which is necessary for the computation of the capaci-
tancematrix, can be approximated by Taylor expansions. Therefore, firstly L12
is expanded in terms of α:

L̂12 =
�
1 1
1 1

�
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L01

b +
�
0 −1
1 0

� β

 + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
L1

α +
�
0 1
1 0

� β
2

3 + 2

( + 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
L2

α2, (2.25)

where b = β/2 ln (1 + ). The hat notation is used for Taylor approximations.
Substituting (2.25) into (2.22) yields a second order Taylor approximation for L:

L̂ =L00 + L01b︸ ︷︷ ︸
L0

+L1α + L2α2 (2.26a)

L00 =
�
L000 0
0 L000

�
. (2.26b)

This second-order polynomial form for the inductance matrix can be utilised
to compute the inverse of L by the Taylor expansion of a quadratic polynomial.
This is applied to determine the capacitance matrix, which follows from:

C = μ0ϵ0ϵrL−1. (2.27)

This can be approximated by Taylor expansions in the following way:

Ĉ = μ0ϵ0ϵr
�
4 − L−10 L1α −

�
L−10 L2 − L−10 L1L−10 L1

�
α2
�
L−10 . (2.28)

It remains to determine the inverse of L0. Suppose that the wire pairs are
closer to the referencegroundplane than to eachother

�
h < d/2

p
2
�
, bywhich

� 1 and thus b� 1. In that case:

L̂−10 =
�
4 − L−100L01b

�
L−100 . (2.29)

The structure of inductance and capacitance matrices is utilised to obtain
the final closed-form expression for the NEXT between two wire pairs close
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2.2. APPLICATION OF THE PRESENTED METHOD

to ground. For presentation purpose, suppose that ZS = ZL = Z (subscript S/L
is dropped for Rd,mT ). Combining (2.19) and (2.20), (2.26) and (2.28) then leads
to closed-form expressions for inductive crosstalk:

γNE,nd ≈ −3μ0
2πRd,c

�
Rd,c

Rc,c
+ 2

�
2h2jωℓd−4, (2.30)

and capacitive crosstalk:

γNE,cp ≈ −24πϵ0ϵrRd,�
Rd,
Rc,

+ 2
� 2h2jωℓd−4

ln2
�
r2
�

1
4h2
+ 1

2

�� . (2.31)

The total NEXT follows from addition of the inductive and capacitive expres-
sions:

γNE ≈ γNE,nd + γNE,cp. (2.32)

The dependencies on all designable parameters are clearly shown by (2.30)
and (2.31). The fourth-order dependency on wire pair separation is important.
It implies that when the distance d is doubled, the crosstalk decreases by 24
dB. Formost otherwiring configurations thiswouldbe 12 dB. This fourth-order
dependency is validated by the results shown in Figure 2.5, which shows both
MTL simulations andmeasurements of crosstalk between two wire pairs with
a length of 1.9 m. Crosstalk levels are shown for two separation distances,
namely 10 and 20 mm. Values for other parameters are:  = 2.5 mm, r = 0.49
mm, h = 1.5 mm, ϵr = 2, Rd,c = Rd, = 112.5 Ω and Rc,c = Rc, = 450 Ω (equal load
and source side terminations). Indeed, in both measurements and simula-
tions the difference between results for the two separations is approximately
24 dB. Moreover, measured crosstalk results agree with those fromMTL simu-
lations. Finally, Figure 2.6 shows similar results of MTL simulations and closed-
form expressions for the case where 4 extra wires, terminated with 50 Ω to
ground, are arbitrarily placed in between the two wire pairs. Three variations
of the parameters d and h are shown, while other parameters are equal to
the values above. Simulated results illustrate that extra conductors slightly af-
fect the levels of crosstalk, but the parameter dependencies roughly remain
the same. Situations with other terminations show that it is actually only the
capacitive coupling between the wire pairs that is influenced by nearby con-
ductors.
Themeasurementswereperformedbetween twowirepairs thatwerefixed

to the given distances along the entire length of the cables by using spacers
of Rohacell foam (see Figure 2.7 for pictures of the setup). Moreover, in the
case that includes a ground plane foam spacers were used to keep the wires
at fixed height above ground. The aluminium ground plane had a width of 1
m, which is enough to avoid edge effects. Baluns were used to connect the
balanced pairs to the unbalanced coaxes that are connected to the measure-
ment equipment. The frequency dependent transmission of these baluns is
calibrated from the measurement results. This is done by connecting two
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Figure 2.5: MTL simulations and measurements of NEXT for two separation distances
in the wire configuration given in Figure 2.3a.
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Figure 2.6: MTL simulations (solid lines) and closed-form expressions (2.32) (crosses) of
NEXT for three different cases of the wire configuration given in Figure 2.3a, in which
4 terminated wires are included in between the wire pairs.
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2.2. APPLICATION OF THE PRESENTED METHOD

(a) Measurement equipment: Spectrum an-
alyser, generator and preamplifier.

(b) At the end of the TL wire pairs are
separated and soldered to balun boards
that are attached to the backside of the
metallic strip.

(c) Foam spacers are used to keep the wire pairs at fixed separation distances and
heights above ground plane along the TL length.

Figure 2.7: Pictures of the crosstalk measurement setup.
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

baluns to each other with short pieces of wire and measuring the insertion
loss. Obtained crosstalk measurement results are compensated for the ob-
tained calibrationmeasurement. The frequencies for which results are shown
in this chapter are determined by the applicability of these baluns. This fre-
quency band includes only little effect of ohmic and dielectric losses.

2.2.2 Two wire pairs without nearby ground plane
As a second example, consider the previous configuration without ground
plane. An illustration of the cross-section of this case is shown in Figure 2.3b.
All properties remain the same, including the termination impedances. How-
ever, in this case the fourthwire is takenas the reference. The other victimwire
is numbered 1, and we finish by labelling the culprit wires 2 and 3. Impedance
matrices ZS and ZL can be derived similar to the previous section (not shown
here). Finally, a differential voltage source is included in the culprit pair, by
which we can define U1 = (0,−1,1)T and U2 = (1,0,0)T .

Near-end crosstalk Again (2.13) is used to compute the numerator and de-
nominator of (2.3) for this wiring configuration:

UT
1V0 ≈ −2VS �ȲcS + 2κ̄cS

�
ȲcL + ȲcS + 2κ̄cL + 2κ̄cS

(2.33a)

UT
2V0 ≈ jωℓVS

�
ȲcL + 2κ̄cL

� �
ȲcS + 2κ̄cS

� �
ȲL + 2κ̄L

�
(12 − 13)

2
�
ȲcL + ȲcS + 2κ̄cL + 2κ̄cS

� �
ȲL + ȲS + 2κ̄L + 2κ̄S

� (2.33b)

+
4jωℓVS

�
ȲcS + 2κ̄cS

�
(2c12 − 2c13 + c22 − c33)

2
�
ȲcL + ȲcS + 2κ̄cL + 2κ̄cS

� �
ȲL + ȲS + 2κ̄L + 2κ̄S

� .
Here ȲmT = R−1d,mT and κ̄mT = (4Rc,mT )−1 are entries from the admittancema-
trices, in which again the subscriptm is either culprit or victim, and T denotes
either load or source side. Substituting this into (2.3) yields the following ex-
pressions for capacitive and inductive near-end crosstalk:

γNE,cp ≈jωℓ 2c12 − 2c13 + c22 − c33
4
�
ȲL + ȲS + 2κ̄L + 2κ̄S

� (2.34a)

γNE,nd ≈jωℓ
�
ȲcL + 2κ̄cL

� �
ȲL + 2κ̄L

�
(13 − 12)

4
�
ȲL + ȲS + 2κ̄L + 2κ̄S

� (2.34b)

Closed-form crosstalk expressions Paul’s expressions for self and mutual
inductances for cylindrical conductors in free space are given by:

 =
μ0

2π
ln

�
d20
rr0

�
j =

μ0

2π
ln
�
d0dj0

djr0

�
. (2.35)
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2.2. APPLICATION OF THE PRESENTED METHOD

As in (2.21), dj is the distance between conductors  and j, in which for this case
the subscript 0 refers to the reference conductor. Following these expressions,
the inductancematrix for this case of wire pairs without nearby ground plane
equals:

L =L0 + Lα (2.36a)

L0 =

 2 1 1
1 2 1
1 1 2

p +
 0 0 0

0 −1 −1
0 −1 −1

q (2.36b)

Lα =

 0 −β ln (1 − α) β ln (1 + α)
−β ln (1 − α) 0 β ln (1 + α)
β ln (1 + α) β ln (1 + α) 2β ln (1 + α)

 , (2.36c)

where p = β ln (/r) and q (d) = 2β ln (/d). Taylor expansion of the induct-
ance matrix with respect to the small parameter α leads to:

L̂1 =L1α + L2α2 (2.37a)

=

 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 2

βα +
 0 1 −1

1 0 −1
−1 −1 −2

 β

2
α2. (2.37b)

The capacitance matrix is approximated as before by (2.28). The inverse of L0
has to be calculated explicitly in terms of p and q, since it cannot be expressed
in terms of a small parameter:

L−10 =
1

4 (p − q)

 3 − 2g −1 −1
−1 3 − 2g −1 + 2g
−1 −1 + 2g 3 − 2g

 , (2.38)

where g = q/p. The above approximations for the capacitance and induct-
ance matrices can be used to obtain a closed-form expression for NEXT for
wire pairs without nearby ground plane. Again we assume for simplification
of the formulas that the terminations on both sides of the transmission lines
are equal (and drop the source/load subscripts on terminations). Then (2.34)
with low-frequency approximations of inductance and capacitance yields the
desired closed-form expressions for NEXT:

γNE,cp ≈
−πϵ0ϵr

�
1 + ln−1

�
d2
r

��
4 ln2

�
r

� � 1
Rd,

+ 1
2Rc,

� 2jωℓd−2 (2.39a)

γNE,nd ≈−μ0
4π

�
1

Rd,c
+

1

2Rc,c

�
2jωℓd−2. (2.39b)

Again, the sum of inductive and capacitive coupling gives the total NEXT. The
relation between crosstalk and all designable parameters is shown by these
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

equations. The dependency on the separation distance is quadratic, as op-
posed to the fourth-order behaviour of the previous section. This is confirmed
by the comparison of twomeasured and two simulated results for separation
distances of 10 mm and 20 mm, as shown in Figure 2.8. All simulation pa-
rameters are equal to the previous case. The difference in crosstalk between
these traces is roughly 12 dB. Moreover, there is again a goodmatch between
measurements and MTL simulations.
In addition to separation dependency, Figure 2.9 shows MTL simulations

and measurements of near-end crosstalk that focus on the height above the
groundplane. Results aregiven for varyingheights of thepairs aboveaground
plane, as well as for the situation without a ground plane. Measurements and
simulations are in good agreement. Moreover, the 12 dB difference between
the simulated results for h is 1.5mmand 3mmconfirms the quadratic depen-
dency found from (2.32). Finally, both measured and simulated results in Fig-
ure 2.9 indicate that whenmoving wire pairs away from the ground plane the
crosstalk levels approach those for wire pairs without nearby ground plane.

2.2.3 Parameter dependencies

Closed-form expressions for low-frequency crosstalk are useful to extract de-
pendencies of crosstalk on designable parameters. Table 2.1 gives an overview
of all leading-order dependencies for both inductive and capacitive crosstalk.
Each entry of the table is given by the order with which the corresponding
parameter appears in the closed-form expression, with a plus or minus sign
showing if crosstalk increases or decreases with an increase of the parameter
value. The sensitivities have been derived from (2.32) and (2.39), which were
obtained under the assumption that � d, as well as h� d in case a ground
plane is involved. Specifically, when 2 ≤ d and d ≥ 2h

p
2 hold, nearly all de-

pendencies given in Table 2.1 hold. For inductive coupling these sensitivities
are simply read from the exponents in (2.30) and (2.34). For capacitive cou-
pling logarithms complicate the dependencies on , h and r . For the case
with ground plane, the logarithm in the denominator of (2.31) can be simpli-

Table 2.1: Near-end crosstalk between wire pairs: sensitivity to model parameters∗

Ground
plane Type d  h r Z ƒ ℓ ϵr
Yes Inductive -4 +2 +2 0 -1 +1 +1 0
Yes Capacitive -4 +1∗ +2∗ >+1 +1 +1 +1 +1
No Inductive -2 +2 - 0 -1 +1 +1 0
No Capacitive -2 +1 - >+1 +1 +1 +1 +1

* In general, all orders of dependency hold for 2 ≤ d and d ≥ h2p2. The only extra assumption is
needed for ∗ , in which the complex ratio of (2.31) is simplified assuming  ≤ 2h.
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Near-end Crosstalk in dB

Simulated  d = 10 mm
Simulated  d = 20 mm
Measured  d = 10 mm
Measured  d = 20 mm

Figure 2.8: MTL simulations and measurements of NEXT for two separation distances
in the wire configuration given in Figure 2.3b.
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Measured -  h = 14.5mm
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Figure 2.9: NEXT simulations (solid lines) and measurements (dashed lines) of NEXT
for three values of the height above a ground plane in the wire configuration given in
Figure 2.3a. For h = 3 mm (purple, dotted line) only MTL simulation data is available.
One result for the situation without ground plane (Figure 2.3b) is given (red).
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

fied when  ≤ 2h, which is a reasonable assumption when the wires of a pair
are separated only by some insulation. In that case it can be derived that the
dependency on height is quadratic. The dependency on intra-pair separation
is then such that the increase in crosstalk is roughly 5-8 dB when  is dou-
bled, hence the dependency stated by Table 2.1 is roughly first-order. Similar
intra-pair separation dependency holds for the case without ground plane.
Note that when any of the given assumptions is violated, the order of depen-
dency for certain parameters might change. However, the trend of crosstalk
behaviour with respect to that parameter will usually remain equal.
Clearly, the parameter with highest sensitivity is the separation distance

between two pairs close to a ground plane. Wire radius does not affect the
inductive crosstalk at all, while the dependency of capacitive crosstalk onwire
radius still involves a complex logarithm. Therefore its sensitivity on r is such
that crosstalk increases roughly 10 dB when r is doubled, implying slightly
more than linear behaviour, hence the > +1 in the table.
The impedanceparameterZgiven in Table 2.1 refers to thedifferentialmode

impedance between either the victimor culprit pair for capacitive or inductive
crosstalk, respectively. For both types of crosstalk, the dependency on termi-
nation impedances is of order one, but inductive crosstalk is always inversely
proportional to culprit terminations, while capacitive crosstalk is linearly de-
pendent on victim impedance.

2.3 Non-uniform transmission lines

Apart from its use in thederivationof closed-formexpressions, the set of equa-
tions given in (2.10) can also be applied to non-uniform transmission lines. For
instance, to compute crosstalk in a bundle of twistedwire pairs themost com-
mon solution is to use a sufficient amount of UniformCascased Sections (UCS)
and to multiply the chain parameter matrices for each section [6], [7]. Using
the exact form of the chain parametermatrices involves performing eigen de-
compositions for each uniform section. However, each section is usually small
in terms of wavelengths. Therefore, when quick computations are desired
above the inclusion of high-frequency losses, the approximate low-frequency
form (2.10) can be used for each segment.
Figure 2.10 shows simulation results for a bundle of seven 1 m long twisted

pairs that are separated 3.4mm fromeach other and are enclosedby a bundle
shield. Near-end crosstalk between the centre pair and one of the surround-
ing pairs is considered. More details of this bundle are given in Chapter 5 and
in [35]. The results for full MTL simulation includingfinitewire conductivity (σ =
6e7 S/m) are compared to those of a lossless MTL simulation and a simulation
in which (2.10) is used for the chain parameter matrices of each uniform sec-
tion. This approximate result exactly matches that of lossless MTL simulation,
while the difference with respect to the full MTL simulation obtains a maxi-
mum of only 0.86 dB in the resonance area. The computation time of the full
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2.4. SUMMARY

MTL simulation, on a single core of a simple laptop with Intel i5 processor and
8GB of RAM, is more than 20 times higher than the time needed for the ap-
proximate solution, while this is 10 times when compared to the lossless MTL
simulation. Therefore, the solution that utilises (2.10) forms a better candidate
for cable optimisations, sensitivity analyses and early risk assessments than
the usual MTL simulations. This will be applied in sensitivity analyses of more
complex cable bundles in Chapter 5.

105 106 107 108 109

Frequency (Hz)

-90

-80

-70

-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

(d
B

)

Near-end crosstalk in dB

MTL simulation
Lossless MTL simulation
Simulation with (2.10)

Figure 2.10: Simulated NEXT for a bundle of 7 twisted pairs. Results are compared for
full MTL simulation, lossless MTL simulation and the low-frequency approximation in
(2.10) applied to each uniform segment.

2.4 Summary

Efficient crosstalk design rules are required to optimise cable bundles and to
yield early routing of low-risk signals aswell as early risk identification for high-
risk signals. This chapter presented a mathematical methodology to anal-
yse crosstalk in multi-conductor transmission lines. With the proposed low-
frequency technique closed-form expressions that directly relate crosstalk to
designable parameterswhich are valid for electrically short cables are derived.
For two cable configurations involvingwire pairswith andwithout a nearby

perfectly conductinggroundplane, the low-frequency analysis has resulted in
expressions for near-end crosstalk that clearly show the differences between
all designable parameter sensitivities. For instance, in the configuration with
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CHAPTER 2. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS FOR EARLY RISK ASSESSMENT

ground plane the crosstalk decreases up to 24 dB when the inter-pair separa-
tiondistance is doubled. However, when theheight of thewire pairs above the
ground plane becomes large compared to the inter-pair separation distance,
the crosstalk behaviour approaches that of wire pairs without nearby ground
plane. In that case, crosstalk increases with a more familiar 12 dB when dou-
bling the separation distance.
Using the efficient low-frequency approximations of the chain parameter

matrices leads to accurate lossless results when analysingmore complex non-
uniformMTLs with UCS. However, the computation time becomesmore than
20 times smaller when compared to the usual MTL simulations. Therefore, in
this case, the low-frequency approximations can be well applied to perform
quick analysis of cable bundles that involve twisted pairs, meandering of ca-
bles and other complex non-linear phenomena.
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3 | Shielded cables

Crosstalk in situations where a possible common return conductor is lossless
can be subdivided into coupling due to magnetic and electric fields, i.e. in-
ductive and capacitive crosstalk, respectively. Depending on the impedances
of connected systems the magnitudes of inductive and capacitive coupling
change. In general, crosstalk is a combination of electric and magnetic field
effects. However, in specific cases oneof the twomightbedominant. InChap-
ter 2 closed-form expressions were derived for crosstalk between single wires
and wire pairs that explicitly reveal also the dependencies on termination im-
pedances. For instance, it shows that for high victim termination impedances
the capacitive crosstalk increases, making it likely that electric coupling ef-
fects dominate crosstalk behaviour. There are several solutions to minimise
crosstalk, of which shielding is an effective method to reduce both electric
and magnetic field coupling.
To include shields in crosstalk models the theory of Paul [5] can be ex-

tended. An important aspect in solving the MTL equations is the determina-
tion of the p.u.l. parameters for the cross-section of shielded wires. Paul con-
siders a method to include a single shield around a single wire into the p.u.l.
parameters and theMTL equations in several papers [36,37]. In this chapterwe
extend this method for other shielding configurations that involve two single
shields, as well as a double shield. Moreover, we derive a closed-form expres-
sion forCMcrosstalk in threedifferent configurationswhere twowires are situ-
ated parallel to an infinite, perfectly conducting ground plane and carry either
one or two shields. Such trends in the frequency domain for a single wire ver-
sus a single shielded wire were also analysed by Paul. However, in this chap-
ter for multiple shielding configurations the derivations lead to expressions
for crosstalk levels that clearly relate to all designable parameters. These ex-
pressions show interesting behaviour of the shields with respect to frequency.
For double shielded wires five different frequency regions are observed. The
presence of one shield gives rise to a region where crosstalk remains constant
with frequency. The addition of a second shield could cause another such in-
terval. Analysis of the transition frequencies and the crosstalk levels leads to
generic predictions of crosstalk in the frequency domain. In a very practical
way this can be advantageous for the design of cabling. For instance cable
manufacturers can analyse effects of several parameters on crosstalk levels.
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CHAPTER 3. SHIELDED CABLES

The generic prediction could be used to optimise shielding parameters with
the aim to achieve desired crosstalk levels in certain frequency domains.
This chapter presents the derivation of such closed-form expressions for

NEXT for double shielded wires, while afterwards the generic predictions are
given for three different shielding configurations:

• Single wire versus a single shielded wire above a perfectly conducting
ground plane.

• Two single shielded wires above a perfectly conducting ground plane.

• Single wire versus a double shielded wire above a perfectly conducting
ground plane.

For wires that carry a shield, the electromagnetic interactions between in and
outside aremodelledby transfer impedance. If thewire carries a double shield
this is modelled by two separate transfer impedances. In general, both trans-
fer impedance and transfer admittance govern the relations between mag-
netic and electric fields in and outside the shields, respectively. However, the
effects of transfer admittance are usually negligibly small, and therefore out
of scope for this thesis. More details on the transfer impedance are discussed
in Chapter 5. This chapter focuses on the derivation of crosstalk expressions
when a certain transfer impedance is given.
In Section 3.1 the properties of the double shield are included into the p.u.l.

parameters for inductance, capacitance and resistance. For the case of a dou-
ble shielded wire and an unshielded wire above a ground plane the p.u.l. pa-
rameters are described by four-dimensional matrices. By substituting these
matrices into the MTL equations, in Section 3.2 closed-form expressions can
be obtained for the voltages and crosstalk levels. To fully derive the effects
of the shields we first solve the shield currents from the corresponding MTL
equations. Next, we substitute these obtained expressions into the remain-
ing two equations. This results into an augmented two-dimensional system
for two wires above a ground plane. Analytical expressions for several shield-
ing configurations can then be obtained by solving this augmented system
by use of Taylor expansions in the frequency domain, similar to the previous
chapter and [23]. This procedure leads to results correspondingwith [36]when
applied to the case where the double shield is replaced by a single shield.
The knowledge about effects of shielding is increased by analysing generic

predictions of crosstalk in the frequency domain. In Section 3.3 such generic
predictions for three different shielded situations versus one case with two
unshielded wires are compared. It illustrates the practical use of analysing
crosstalk levels with the introduced approach. The final section of this chapter
gives a summary of the results.
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3.1. TRANSMISSION LINE CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Transmission line characteristics

Consider a situationwith twowires parallel to an infinite, perfectly conducting
ground plane, where one of the wires is surrounded by a double shield. The
cross-section is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and the terminations in Figure 3.2. In
the following we describe the modelling of this wiring configuration.

3.1.1 Per-Unit-Length parameters
The electromagnetic analysis of such a transmission line requires determina-
tion of the per-unit-length parameters. In this chapter themedium surround-
ing all cable configurations is free space and therefore homogeneous and
lossless. Modelling of shields in the p.u.l. parameters is based upon papers
by Paul [36, 37], in which p.u.l. matrices were derived for a situation with one
single shield. Here we extend these matrices to a double shielded configura-
tion (see Figure 3.1, which also gives numbering of conductors). Afterwards, in
the next section we derive crosstalk expressions for this configuration.

Inductance The derivation of the p.u.l. inductancematrix is obtained by do-
main decomposition. To this extent, all currents and voltages are definedwith
respect to their local reference (see Figure 3.3), e.g. the return current of con-
ductor two flows in the inner shield and the return current of that inner shield
flows in the outer shield. A local inductance matrix L′ can then be defined as
follows [37,38]:

L′ = b


ln
�
2h
r

�
0 0 1

2 ln (1 + )

0 ln
�
2h
r

�
0 0

0 0 ln
�
2h
rs,1

�
0

1
2 ln (1 + ) 0 0 ln

�
2h
rs,2

�
 . (3.1)

Here  = 4h2/d2 and b = μ0/2π. The geometrical parameters are defined in
Figure 3.1.
The domain decomposition matrices T and TV that relate the global or

physical (unprimed) voltages and currents to the local ormodal (primed) ones
in Figure 3.3, are found by writing:

′1 = 1, ′2 = 2, ′3 = 2 + 3, ′4 = 2 + 3 + 4 (3.2a)

V′1 = V1, V′2 = V2 − V3, V′3 = V3 − V4, V′4 = V4, (3.2b)

This results in:

T =

 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1

 TV =

 1 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 1

 . (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Unshielded versus double shieldedwire above an infinite, perfectly conduct-
ing ground plane. Both wires have equal radius r and height h.
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Figure 3.2: Finishing of the configuration with one unshielded wire and one double
shielded wire.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of local or modal (primed variables given in red) and global or
physical (unprimed variables given in green) currents and voltages for the case of a
single wire and a double shielded wire above ground.
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3.1. TRANSMISSION LINE CHARACTERISTICS

Then the global inductance matrix equals:

L = T−1V LT = b


ln
�
2h
r

�
1
2 ln (1 + ) 1

2 ln (1 + ) 1
2 ln (1 + )

1
2 ln (1 + ) ln

�
2h
r

�
ln
�
2h
rs,1

�
ln
�
2h
rs,2

�
1
2 ln (1 + ) ln

�
2h
rs,1

�
ln
�
2h
rs,1

�
ln
�
2h
rs,2

�
1
2 ln (1 + ) ln

�
2h
rs,2

�
ln
�
2h
rs,2

�
ln
�
2h
rs,2

�
 . (3.4)

Capacitance Both shields are directly connected to the ground. Therefore
the capacitances between the culprit wire and the inner conductors (referred
to by number 2 and 3 in Figure 3.4) are neglected. In Figure 3.4 all non-zero
capacitances are shown. Together these are contained in the following capac-
itance matrix:

C =

 c11 + c14 0 0 −c14
0 c23 −c23 0
0 −c23 c23 + c34 −c34−c14 0 −c34 c44 + c14 + c34

 . (3.5)

Here it is assumed that (2.27) holds for the culprit wire versus outer shield,
resulting in: �

c11 + c14 −c14−c14 c44 + c14

�
= μ0ϵ0

�
11 14
14 44

�−1
. (3.6)

For the capacitances between the victimwire and inner shield, and inner and
outer shield, respectively we have:

c23 =
2πϵ0

ln (rs,1/ r)
, c34 =

2πϵ0

ln (rs,2/ rs,1)
. (3.7)

Transfer impedance The coupling of the electromagnetic fields through
the shields is governed by transfer impedance. In our case, this property is
included in the p.u.l. impedance matrix, which reads:

Ẑ = diag (0 0 ZT,1 ZT,2) + jωL. (3.8)

The transfer impedance of the two shields are given by ZT,k where k is the
number of the shield. In literature accurate models for this quantity can be
found [39], though here for illustration purposes we use a simplified descrip-
tion:

ZT,k = RT,k + jωt , with t = 2/π nF/m. (3.9)

The transfer impedanceof shield k comprises the constantDirect Current (DC)
resistance part of the transfer impedance RT,k and its inductive part t .
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1 23
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Figure 3.4: Capacitances for the configuration of one unshielded wire and one double
shielded wire.

3.1.2 Impedance matrices
Besides the p.u.l. parameters also termination networks determine the be-
haviour of transmission lines. In Figure 3.2 it is seen that for this wiring situa-
tion the terminations of the TLs are straightforward and equal at both sides.
This results in a four by four impedance matrix Z = diag (Zc Z 0 0) in which
the only non-zero entries are given by Zc and Z , representing the culprit and
victim termination impedance, respectively.

3.2 Near-end crosstalk

Like in Chapter 2 we define V0 as the vector of voltage differences between
each conductor and the ground plane. The vector 0 contains the correspond-
ing currents flowing in each conductor. Each pair of conductors forms a trans-
mission line andbetweeneachpair of transmission lines electromagnetic cou-
plingmight occurwhichcauses crosstalk. The common-modenear-endcross-
talk between two transmission lines is computed as in equation (2.3) with in
this case, U1 = (1 0 0 0)T and U2 = (0 1 0 0)T .

3.2.1 One double shielded versus one unshielded wire
Starting point for the derivation of explicit analytic crosstalk expressions is the
solution of the vector of voltages, which is required for the computation of
crosstalk following equation (2.3). As in Chapter 2, these voltages can be ob-
tained by solving equations (2.5) and (2.6), in which for this case ZS = ZL = Z.
The closed-form expressions follow by making use of the first-order approxi-
mation of the chainmatrices as given by equation (2.10). A voltage source (see
Figure 3.2) is present only at one side of the culprit transmission line, implying
VL = 0 and VS = VSU1.
The behaviour of the shields governed by the transfer impedance is con-

tained in the chain matrices via the impedance matrix. To preserve this be-
haviour in the low-frequency solution of thematrix equation (2.6)wefirst solve
the two equations for the shield currents. If subsequently these currents are
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3.2. NEAR-END CROSSTALK

substituted alongwith the chainmatrices into the other twoequations of (2.6),
we find a two-dimensional matrix equation given by:

[2Z + jωℓ [L + ZCZ − S]] 0 = [2 + jωℓZC] VS. (3.10)

In order to drop two dimensions in the p.u.l. and impedance matrices that
were defined in the previous section, all row or column entries concerning
the shields are deleted. The matrix S is given by:

S = jωℓg
�
S11 S12
S21 S22

�
, (3.11)

in which:

S11 =212ZT,2ℓ + 212 (ZT,1ℓ + jωℓ33) − 21244jωℓ (3.12a)

S12 =S21 = 1233 (ZT,2ℓ + jωℓ44) + 1244ZT,1ℓ − 12244jωℓ (3.12b)

S22 =233 (ZT,2ℓ + jωℓ44) + 244ZT,1ℓ − 33244jωℓ, (3.12c)

and
g =

�
(ZT,1ℓ + jωℓ33) (ZT,2ℓ + jωℓ44) − (jωℓ44)2

�−1
. (3.13)

By using a low-frequency Taylor approximation valid for electrically short
lines to (3.10) together with equation (2.5) we obtain the voltage vector:

V0 ≈ VS

2

�
2 +

1

2
jωℓ

�
LZ−1 − ZC − SZ−1��U1. (3.14)

Finally we compute the numerator and denominator of (2.3):

UT
1V0 =

VS

2
+ O (ωℓ) (3.15a)

UT
2V0 =

VS

4
Z−1c jωℓ (21 − S21) + O

�
ω2ℓ2

�
, (3.15b)

which leads to the following closed-formexpression for the near-end crosstalk
between two wires, of which one carries a double shield:

γNE ≈ jωℓb ln
�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ZT,1ZT,2

4ZC
�
Z∗
T,1Z

∗
T,2 − (jωb ln (2h/rs,2))

�2 , (3.16)

in which the extended impedance Z∗
T,k is given by Z

∗
T,k = ZT,k+ jωb ln (2h/rs,k)

for k ∈ {1,2}. Inspection of (3.15) and (3.16) reveals that the near-end crosstalk
is governed by inductive coupling only. Capacitive crosstalk vanishes because
our model assumes that the shields are grounded at both sides.
Figure 3.5 shows that there is a good comparison betweenMTL simulations

and the expression given by (3.16) for frequencies up to roughly 10 MHz. For
simulations we used the following values for the model parameters: h = 1.67
mm, r = 0.16 mm, d = 10 mm, ℓ = 2 m, rs,1 = 0.3 mm, rs,2 = 0.52 mm and Z =
Zc = 100 Ω. Finally the transfer impedances are equal to ZT,1 = 0.005+jωt Ω/m
and ZT,2 = 0.1+jωt Ω/m.
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Figure 3.5: MTL simulations (blue) and the closed-formexpression in (3.16) (red) of NEXT
between an unshielded and a double shielded wire.

3.2.2 Comparison to literature: one single shielded wire
The configuration with two wires in which one of the wires carries a single
shield has been covered in literature before (see for instance [36]). An illustra-
tion of this situation is given in Figure 3.6. If we follow the procedure to derive
closed-form expressions as explained above, we find that the near-end cross-
talk in this situation is equal to:

γNE ≈ jωℓbZT ln
�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
4Zc [ZT + jωb ln (2h/rs)]

. (3.17)

This expression coincides with results found in literature. Figure 3.7 again
shows a good comparison between (3.17) and MTL simulations, in which we
used the same parameter values as for Figure 3.5 (the single shield parame-
ters are chosen equal to those of the outer shield in the previous situation).

3.3 Generic crosstalk predictions

The results of previous section show various regions that have different cross-
talk behaviour with respect to frequency. This behaviour can be retraced and
explained by further analysis of the closed-form expressions of NEXT. Several
transition frequencies occur which are governed by shield self-inductance
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Figure 3.6: One unshielded wire and one wire carrying a single shield, both parallel
above an infinite, perfectly conducting ground plane.
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Figure 3.7: MTL simulations (blue) and the closed-form expression in (3.17)(red) of NEXT
between an unshielded and a single shielded wire.

and transfer impedance phenomena. To find these dependencies and tran-
sitions we use equations (3.16) and (3.9) and investigate the orders of depen-
dence with respect to frequency. This analysis leads to Figure 3.8 which illus-
trates the generic prediction of crosstalk with respect to frequency, as well as
shielding parameters.
For the NEXT expressions derived in the previous section it holds that the

leading order term in our low-frequency approximation equals the inductive
coupling between two single wires above a ground plane (see Chapter 2).
This holds for frequencies where both transfer impedance and shield induct-
ance are negligible. In this first region of relatively low frequencies the be-
haviour is linear with respect to ω and the shields have no influence on in-
ductive crosstalk levels. The shields only cause the capacitive crosstalk to van-
ish. In the following we will derive the other regions of different frequency
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dependence. Therefore, we assume the values used in simulations before,
5 · 10−3 Ω = RT,1 < RT,2 = 10−1 Ω. Moreover t = 2/π nF/m, by which the
self-inductance of the shield will play a role for lower frequencies than the in-
ductance part of the transfer impedance. If values are different and the order
of these inequalities changes thefigures and transition frequencies belowwill
also change, though the analysis procedure remains the same. Apart from
the case of a single wire versus a double shielded wire, for which derivations
of low-frequency NEXT were given in the previous section, also the generic
predictions for crosstalk between two coaxes and between a single wire and
a coax are given. The derivation of these is similar to what has been done for
the double shielded wiring configuration.

3.3.1 One double shielded versus one unshielded wire

Analysis of (3.16) and Figure 3.5 reveals five different regions of crosstalk be-
haviour, which are separated by the following four transition frequencies:

ωk =



2πRT,1

μ0 ln (2h/rs,1)
for k = 1

2πRT,2 ln (2h/rs,1)

μ0 ln (rs,2/ rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)
for k = 2

RT,k−2
t

for k ∈ {3,4}

(3.18)

These transition frequencies are also shown in Figure 3.8. The values of ω1 to
ω4 separate the following crosstalk regions:

1. ω < ω1

For all shielding configurations this first region obtains linear behaviour
with respect to frequency and crosstalk levels are equal to inductive cou-
pling when no shield is present. Any point on this line can be calculated
by:

γNE =
jωℓ

4Zc
· b ln �1 + 4h2/d2

�
. (3.19)

2. ω1 < ω < ω2

In this region the self-inductance of the shield with the lowest trans-
fer impedance starts to contribute. This frequency dependence cancels
against the linear behaviour of the first region and therefore gives rise to
a constant region in the crosstalk graph. Its value is equal to:

γNE =
ℓRT,1

4Zc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (2h/rs,1)

. (3.20)
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Figure 3.8: Generic prediction of crosstalk in the frequency domain (red) along with
MTL simulations (blue) for the configuration of an unshielded versus a double shielded
wire.

3. ω2 < ω < ω3

For these frequencies also the inductance of the second shield interacts.
Then the crosstalk becomes inversely proportional to ω. The values of
this region can be calculated via:

γNE =
ℓRT,1RT,2

4bZc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
jω ln (rs,2/ rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)

. (3.21)

4. ω3 < ω < ω4

Here the contribution of inductance of the transfer impedance of one
of the shields becomes large in comparison to its resistance part. Then
the frequency dependence in the numerator is cancelled and again a
constant value appears, which is equal to:

γNE =
ℓtRT,2

4bZc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (rs,2/ rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)

. (3.22)

5. ω > ω4

In this last region also the inductance of the transfer impedance of the
second shield becomes larger than its resistance. This ensures a linear
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increase of crosstalk with respect to frequency in the fifth region. The
crosstalk formula now becomes:

γNE =
jωℓ2t
4bZc

· ln
�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (rs,2/ rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)

. (3.23)

In Figure 3.8 results ofMTL simulations are shown togetherwith thegeneric
prediction. The results correspond very well, except for the fifth frequency re-
gion. This is a limitation to our model, since the chain matrices introduced
in (2.10) are invalid for such high frequencies. This causes the fact that (3.10)
already fails to hold.
Figure 3.9 shows a crosstalk measurement between an unshielded and

double shielded wire compared to the corresponding generic prediction and
MTL simulations. Due to the broad frequency range two separate genera-
tors had to be used, one from 100 Hz up to 1 MHz and the other above 1 MHz.
The two results are tied together at 1 MHz, indicated by the dash in the mea-
surement trace. The culprit in this case was an AWG28 wire, while the double
shielded wire was an RG223 cable, with rs,1 = 1.74 mm, rs,2 = 2 mm, RT,1 = 16.2
mΩ, RT,2 = 18.4 mΩ, t,1 = 8/(3π) nH, t,2 = 3/π nH and inner wire radius equal
to 0.45 mm. The single wire was placed directly against the double shielded
wire, yielding d = 3 mm. The length of the cables was 77 cm and the height
above ground h = 35.5 mm. The measured results in Figure 3.9 show a very
good match with the generic predictions. The difference of a few dB that is
observed is likely to be caused by a mismatch in parameters for the double
shielded wire in our model, compared to the actual parameters. For instance,
the transfer resistance and inductance of the separate shields of this RG223
cable had to be estimated from transfer impedance measurements of the
separate shields, which naturally comes with uncertainties. Finally, in the fig-
ure the fourth frequency region is actually there, but the differences between
ω3 and ω4 are so small that this second plateau region is barely visible in the
results.

3.3.2 One single shielded versus one unshielded wire

Consider the case in which the double shielded wire is replaced by a coax.
Analysis of equation (3.17) yields a generic prediction for thenear-end crosstalk
comprising three frequency regions, which are separated by two transition
frequencies:

ωk =


2πRT

μ0 ln (2h/rs)
for k = 1

RT

t
for k = 2

(3.24)

The values of ω1 and ω2 separate the following crosstalk regions:
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the generic prediction (red line) of crosstalk between un-
shielded and double shielded wire versus MTL simulations (blue line) and measure-
ments (yellow line).

1. ω < ω1

The only effect of shielding is that capacitive coupling vanishes, and the
crosstalk can be computed by equation (3.19).

2. ω1 < ω < ω2

The self-inductance of the single shield causes a plateau region, in which
crosstalk can be computed by:

γNE =
ℓRT

4Zc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (2h/rs)

. (3.25)

3. ω > ω2

For these frequencies the transfer inductance is dominant over the trans-
fer resistance, and crosstalk can be computed by:

γNE =
jωℓt

4Zc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (r2h/ rs)

. (3.26)

Figure 3.10 compares the generic crosstalk predictions to MTL simulations
andmeasurements for this cabling situation. The culprit was an AWG26 wire,
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the generic prediction (red line) of crosstalk between un-
shielded and shielded wire versus MTL simulations (blue line) andmeasurements (yel-
low line).

while the victim was an RG58 cable, of which the transfer resistance equalled
0.014 Ω, while the inductive part of the transfer impedance equalled 3/π nH.
The unshieldedwirewas placed directly against the coax cable, yielding a sep-
aration distance d = 2.9 mm, while the height above ground was h = 45.3 mm.
The length of the cables was ℓ = 77 cm. The shield of the RG58 was connected
to ground at both sides and the terminations of the inner conductor as well as
the unshielded wire to ground were 50 Ω at both sides. Finally, the radius of
the shield was 1.7 mm and the radius of the inner core equalled 0.08mm. The
results in Figure 3.10 show a very good match between the generic crosstalk
prediction and the measurements. Even though the low-frequency expres-
sions are not valid for the higher frequencies, for this case the generic cross-
talk could even serve as an upper bound.

3.3.3 Two single shielded wires

Thefinal case forwhichgeneric crosstalk prediction is analysed comprises two
coaxes. This case consists of five frequency regions, which are separated by
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four transition frequencies:

ωk =



2πRT,1

μ0 ln (2h/rs,1)
for k = 1

2πRT,2

μ0 ln (2h/rs,2)
for k = 2

RT,k−2
t

for k ∈ {3,4}

(3.27)

The values of ω1 to ω4 separate the following crosstalk regions:

1. ω < ω1

Thefirst frequency region remainsunchangedanequal to equation (3.19).

2. ω1 < ω < ω2

In the second region the crosstalk is constant with frequency and com-
puted by equation (3.20).

3. ω2 < ω < ω3

The second shield starts to interact as well, causing a decrease of cross-
talk with frequency. Crosstalk values can be computed by:

γNE =
ℓRT,1RT,2

4bZc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
jω ln (2h/rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)

. (3.28)

4. ω3 < ω < ω4

The transfer inductanceof oneof the shields starts todominate the trans-
fer resistance, resulting in:

γNE =
ℓtRT,2

4bZc
· ln

�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (2h/rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)

. (3.29)

5. ω > ω4

Finally, also the second transfer inductance dominates the transfer resis-
tance, yielding:

γNE =
jωℓ2t
4bZc

· ln
�
1 + 4h2/d2

�
ln (2h/rs,1) ln (2h/rs,2)

. (3.30)

In Figure 3.11 the comparison between generic prediction, MTL simulation
andmeasurement is shown for this situationof crosstalkbetween two shielded
cables. In this case, both the culprit and the victim were an RG58 cable. The
cables were separated by d = 20 mm, while the height above ground was h =
45.5 mm. The length of the cables was ℓ = 77 cm, the shields were connected
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to ground at both sides and the termination of the wire to ground was 50 Ω.
Themeasured resultsmatch verywell with the generic crosstalk prediction. In
this case, since the two coaxes are so similar, both plateaus have disappeared
and the generic prediction actually consists of only three frequency regions.

3.3.4 Comparison of various shielding configurations
Generic crosstalk predictions have been derived for four different shielding
configurations:

1. Two unshielded wires above a ground plane

2. One unshielded wire and one single shielded wire above a ground plane

3. Two single shielded wires above a ground plane

4. Oneunshieldedwire andonedouble shieldedwire aboveagroundplane.

Figure 3.12 compares the generic crosstalk predictions of these four wiring
configurations. The shaded area in this figure indicates the frequency range
in which the low-frequency assumptions that were used to derive the generic
predictions fail to hold. For the unshielded case, the given result is still a valid
upper bound, but for cases that involve shielding results in Figures 3.8-3.11
have shown that actual crosstalk levels can be higher than the generic pre-
dictions. For the simulations in Figure 3.12 the parameter values are equal to
those given at the end of Section 3.2.1. For case 2 the shield radius and trans-
fer impedance of the coax is equal to that of the outer shield of the double
shielded wire. For case 3 the same holds for the shield radii, but for the trans-
fer impedances the culprit shield is equal to the inner shield and the victim to
the outer shield.
As stated in the previous section, the low-frequency behaviour of all situa-

tions is equal, except for apossibly significantpart of capacitive crosstalk in the
situationwithout shielding. The chosen loads result inmostly inductive cross-
talk, though larger values for Z and Zc could have made a bigger difference.
For all shielded situations even the first constant regions are quite similar. The
only difference in levels is caused by a smaller shield radius of the inner shield
in the double shielded situation compared to the single shields in the other
two configurations. This yields a slightly lower plateau value. The introduc-
tion of a second shield causes a temporary linear decrease and a second flat
region before eventually crosstalk levels increase just like the configuration
with one shield. The differences in transition frequency and constant value of
situations 3 and 4 are caused by the difference in inductive coupling between
the two shields. In the third case this is negligible by the fact that the sepa-
ration distance of the wires is significantly larger than the radius of the shield.
With the double shield this coupling is not significantly smaller than the self-
inductances of the shields, which causes the differences observed in Figure
3.12. Evidently, the third and fourth transition frequencies are equal for these
two situations, since the transfer impedances of the shields are chosen equal.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the generic prediction (red line) of crosstalk between two
shielded wires versus MTL simulations (blue line) and measurements (yellow line).

Figure 3.12: Comparison of the generic prediction of crosstalk in four different wiring
configurations. The shaded area indicates the frequency region in which the low-
frequency assumptions used for derivation of the generic predictions fail to hold.
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3.4 Summary

A method to include transfer impedance parameters of multiple shields in
crosstalk models has been described. The low-frequency solution of the MTL
equations leads to closed-form expressions for near-end crosstalk which are
valid as long as the cables are electrically short. These expressions explic-
itly contain geometrical parameters, as well as termination impedances and
transfer impedance parameters. For the situation of one unshielded versus
one double shielded wire the expression is given by (3.16). The analysis of this
expression reveals regions of different frequency dependencies. For these re-
gions generic crosstalk predictions have been presented, which describe in a
practical way dependencies of the different regions and their crosstalk levels
on shield resistance, shield inductance, termination impedance and geomet-
rical parameters. Generic predictions where also given for crosstalk between
two coaxes and crosstalk between a single wire and a coax.
Finally we compared generic crosstalk predictions of four different wiring

configurations. This results in knowledge about the effects of shielding wires.
The inclusion of a second shield causes crosstalk to decrease with frequency
on a certain interval, which is followed by a second constant crosstalk level.
Generic crosstalk prediction of different wiring configurations can be used to
optimise shielding parameters to obtain certain crosstalk levels on specified
frequency intervals.
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4 | Cables in the presence of
composite groundplanes

Transmission lines are broadly covered in literature, especially when they are
placed in free space with or without nearby conducting ground plane. The
MTL model developed by Paul [5] is widely accepted for crosstalk analyses.
Paul also includes losses in the p.u.l. resistance matrix of his MTL formula-
tions. However, he clearly states the short-comings regarding the distribution
of return currents in large, lossy groundplanes. As introduced in Chapter 1 and
confirmed by the expressions in Chapter 2, it is good practice to place cables
close to a good conducting surface, as this generally reduces crosstalk levels.
This chapter, which is based on [40], introduces efficient simulationmodels to
compute crosstalk in cabling configurations that include lossy ground planes,
such as CFRP, to evaluate the effects of replacing conducting aircraft struc-
tures by lossy alternatives to crosstalk behaviour.
Already in 1926, Carson investigated the influence of lossy soil on the be-

haviour of the transmission lines in a paper on wave propagation in overhead
lines [41]. More specifically, he derived formulations which describe the distri-
bution of electrical currents in a lossy ground, as well as an expression for the
mutual impedance between two transmission lines that have a lossy ground
as return. Since then, much research has focused on simulation models for
transmission lines above lossy earth. Improvements to Carson’s formulation
have beenmade [42–45] and papers have been published on the use of these
formulations in transient analysis of overhead lines above lossy grounds [46–
48]. Rachidi provides an extensive overview of field-to-TL coupling models
that can also include the effects of lossy earth [49]. However, most papers fo-
cus on a lossy ground with infinite thickness (e.g. soil), as well as the transient
(time-domain) analysis of transmission lines under the influence of incident
EM fields and lightning strikes [49,50].
The focus in this chapter is on frequency domain simulations of crosstalk

between cables in the presence of ground planes with finite conductivity and
finite thickness. In [25] it was observed that skin depth and ground plane
thickness are the main factors dictating a shift in crosstalk behaviour in the
frequency domain. In the higher frequency range crosstalk in the presence
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of a CFRP ground plane is similar to that above good conducting ground and
thus thepresence of thegroundplanedecreases crosstalk. For lower frequen-
cies crosstalk levels are hardly affected by the presence of CFRP. These obser-
vations in [25] were obtained from full-wave simulations and confirmed by
measurements. Most commercially available full-wave solvers can model the
effects of CFRP on crosstalk. However, suchmethods are computationally ex-
pensive and faster methods are desired, especially for industrial applications.
TheMTL equations are a widely used andmuch quickermethod. An accurate
and broadband numerical approach to estimate the p.u.l. parameters that
includes skin effect, current crowding and semiconducting material is pre-
sented in [51]. However, this still requires the numerical MoM to solve the p.u.l.
parameters.
Time-efficient broadband simulation methods that can provide an accu-

rate first estimate of crosstalk in the presence of lossy ground planes are very
useful for early risk assessment in EWIS design. Moreover, such methods can
be used in cable bundle optimisation, as well as in sensitivity analysis with re-
spect to designable parameters. This chapter proposes two novel methods to
incorporate lossy ground planes, including corresponding skin and proximity
effects, directly into the MTL equations. Both methods are efficient solutions
that are easy to apprehend and implement. The first method makes use of
a discretisation of the ground plane into cylindrical conductors. In [52] such
a discretisation of a copper ground plane was used to analyse ground cur-
rents. The secondmethod of this chapter utilises a ground impedancematrix.
This impedance matrix is derived from an expression for mutual impedance
of overhead lines above a stratified earth [44]. Both methods are applied to
crosstalk betweenwire pairs above a CFRPor aluminiumgroundplane. More-
over, the method of discretised ground planes is also applied to cabling be-
tween two CFRP or aluminium ground planes. Results of these simulations
are compared to full-wave MoM simulations with Feko [34] and to measured
crosstalk.
Section 4.1 discusses two MTL models that include lossy ground planes. In

Section 4.2 simulation results of two cases are shown and compared to full-
wave simulations as well as measurements. The final section summarises the
chapter.

4.1 Transmission line models

Equations (2.1) and (2.2) describe the evolution of the voltages and currents
along the line. All voltages are defined with respect to the reference conduc-
tor and the return current of all conductors also flows in this reference conduc-
tor. For a Perfectly Electric Conducting (PEC) ground plane this return current
is concentrated in a delta-peak directly below the conductor itself. However, if
losses are present in the ground, these currents tend to spread out due to dis-
persion [5, 41], as is shown by the illustration in Figure 4.1. If we extend this
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4.1. TRANSMISSION LINE MODELS

Figure 4.1: Illustration of (return) current distributions J of the corresponding currents
in the wires  in a lossy ground plane.

further towards the case of no ground plane, the return currents will have
vanished. Therefore, to model a CFRP ground plane with transmission line
equations, we need to accommodate losses in the reference conductor. This
chapter presents twomodels which can account for (return) current distribu-
tions in lossy ground planes. One method discretises the ground plane by a
series of lossy wires, and the second implements a ground impedancematrix.
In the following sections the twomethods are described and explained based
on the test case in Figure 4.2a. Two wire pairs are separated by a distance
d = 20 mm and are at a height h above a ground plane with thickness tg. This
ground plane is considered to be made of either aluminium with tg = 1.5 mm
or CFRPwith tg = 1.3 mm. The intra-pair separation  and the wire radius r will
be equal to 2.2 mm and 0.55 mm, respectively, throughout the chapter. Both
wire pairs are assumed to be terminated with a DM resistance Rd = 100 Ω at
both sides. Figure 4.2b also shows a case in which a second ground plane is
placed above the wire pairs. This test case will be analysed in Section 4.2.
Assume aDM source is included in the terminations of the culprit wire pair.

Consequently, a voltage will be induced in the terminations of the victim wire
pair. Then differential-mode NEXT γNE,DM can be defined as given in (2.3). In
that equation V0 is the vector of which entry  represents the voltage of con-
ductor  at the source side of the MTL with respect to the reference. U1 and
U2 are vectors that are used to obtain the correct combination of conductor
voltages in the numerator and denominator. For twowire pairs above a single
infinite ground plane these would be defined as:

U1 = (−1,1,0,0)T , U2 = (0,0,−1,1)T . (4.1)

FEXT can be defined in a similar way by using the voltages and currents at the
other side of the transmission line. This chapter focuses only on NEXT, since
the methods and models are analogously applied to FEXT.
Equation (2.3) shows that by solving the vector of voltages at the source

side of the TL, crosstalk can be computed. These voltages can be solved by
equations (2.5)-(2.9), depending on the termination network representation.
In that solution, the p.u.l. matrices C, L and R are required. The conductance
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(a) Wire pairs above a single ground plane.

(b) Wire pairs between two ground planes.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of cross-section of crosstalk test cases.

G is assumed to be negligible. For an infinite PEC ground plane the approx-
imate logarithmic expressions for p.u.l. capacitance and inductance as given
by equation (2.21) can be used. Moreover, in the two newmethods presented
in the next two subsections that include lossy ground planes, for the self and
mutual capacitances and inductances these same expressions can be used.
Themajor differences thatwill be introduced are in resistancematrices and/or
the termination impedance matrices.

4.1.1 Discretised ground plane

The first model presented in this section is an MTL model with discretised
ground plane (MTL-DG). In this method, the ground plane is modelled as a
series of cylindrical conductors parallel to the z-axis. The conventional MTL
equations given by (2.1)-(2.2) can be used, however the dimensions of all ma-
trices are increased with the number of conductors in the ground plane ng.
Moreover, the resistancematrix and terminationmatrices have to be adapted.
Thus, to model the CFRP ground plane in the configuration of Figure 4.2a, in-
steadof an infinitegroundplaneafinitegroundplane is introduced,whichwill
be represented by an array of ng adjacent cylindrical conductors. An example
with a single layer of ground conductors, each with diameter tg, is shown in
Figure 4.3. In general, multiple layers of ground conductors can be used, as
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4.1. TRANSMISSION LINE MODELS

Figure 4.3: Illustration of (zoomed-in) cross-section for a cable configuration with two
wire pairs above a discretised ground plane.

long as the diameters add up to tg. Since in the measurements the ground
planes are very large compared to the separation between the wire pairs, an
infinitegroundplane canbeassumed. Therefore, in this chapter ng is also cho-
sen large enough to mimic an infinite ground plane. Experiments to confirm
this follow in Section 4.2. To avoid confusion, in the following the conductors
of the ground plane will be referred to as ground conductors, while the four
conductors in the wire pairs will be mentioned as wires.
With the replacement of the infinite ground plane by a (finite) array of

ground conductors, there is nomore natural choice for the reference conduc-
tor since, in MTL theory, the reference conductor carries a net current equal
to the sum of the return currents from all other conductors. To resolve this
issue, a “dummy” reference conductor is introduced far away from the wires
and ground plane under consideration, in this thesis at  = 0 m and at y = -
100 m. Moreover, the termination network (shown in Figure 4.4) is designed
to have all conductors floating with respect to the dummy reference. In cal-
culations this dummy reference appears just as a placeholder for the voltage
integrals, but it is a dead conductor. This means that due to the distance to
the structure and termination impedances that approach infinity due to the
floating dummy reference, the dummy carries no net (return) current and has
no effect to the local behaviour of the wire pairs above ground. All currents
flow locally in the wire pairs and the ground plane. Since the cross-section of
the actual cabling remains small compared to the wavelength, TL theory can
be applied [53]. The two wire pairs are terminated on both sides by the DM
resistance Rd = 100 Ω.
To have all wires and ground conductors floating with respect to the dum-

my reference conductor, a Norton equivalent representation is required to in-
corporate the termination network into the current implementation of the
MTL model. In theory, the ground conductors are short-circuited. However,
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Figure 4.4: Termination schematics for the two wire pairs, terminated with DM resis-
tance Rd , above a discretised ground with ng ground conductors that are connected
to each other by the resistances Rg . Culprit terminations include a voltage source Vs .

this would create a singularity in the admittance matrices introduced in (4.2)
below. To avoid this limitation, a small resistance Rg = 1mΩ (shown in 4.4) is
used to mimic a short between all ground conductors. The value of Rg is cho-
sen such that it is negligible with respect to the losses in a ground conductor,
which for a single layer of ground conductors equals 36 Ω at 0.1 MHz (com-
puted by (4.5)). In this way Rg does not affect crosstalk results and allows for
current distribution through the ground plane. This results in the following
admittance matrices at source and load side YS and YL:

YS =YL =
�
YN 0
0 Yĝ

�
(4.2a)

YN =
�
Yc 0
0 Y

�
, Yk =

�
R−1d,k −R−1d,k
−R−1d,k R−1d,k

�
(4.2b)

Yĝ =
1�

1 + 1
ng−1

�
Rg

1ng −
1

ngRg
1′ng . (4.2c)

Here YN contains the wire pair terminations and Yĝ the ground conductor
terminations, 1m represents them xm identitymatrix and 1′m thematrix with
ones on all non-diagonal elements. The subscript k can be c for culprit and 
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4.1. TRANSMISSION LINE MODELS

for victim.
To include theground current distribution and skin effect in theMTLmodel

the analytical resistance of cylindrical conductors with finite conductivity is
included in the resistance matrix for all ground conductors. This yields a p.u.l.
impedance matrix equal to:

Ẑ = R + Zg + jωL, (4.3)

in which matrix L contains the self and mutual inductances of the entire
MTL (including far-away reference). The elements of this inductance matrix
are computed by (2.35) and the capacitance matrix by (2.27). In this case, the
subscript 0 in (2.35) refers to the dummy reference. The conductor radius r
is either the wire radius (r in Figure 4.2) or the ground conductor radius. The
radius of thedummy reference r0 is chosenequal to thewire radius. In (4.3) the
matrix R contains the resistances of the wires that form the two wire pairs.
However, in this chapter the resistances in thewires are neglected, resulting in
R = 0. Finally, Zg contains the resistances and inductances of the conductors
that form the ground plane, for which the formulations described by Paul are
used [5]:

Zg = zg1ng , zg = rg + jωg. (4.4)

Here:

rg =
2q

σgdπd2g

 
ber (q)bei′ (q) − bei (q)ber′ (q)�

bei′ (q)
�2 + �ber′ (q)�2

!
(4.5a)

g =
4μ0

8πq

 
bei (q)bei′ (q) + ber (q)ber′ (q)�

bei′ (q)
�2 + �ber′ (q)�2

!
, q =

p
2
dg

2δ
. (4.5b)

Here ber and bei are Kelvin functions, dg is the ground conductor diameter,
which for the discretisation in Figure 4.3 is equal to tg, and δ is the skin depth,
given by:

δ =
1Æ

πƒμ0σgd
, σgd =

4σg

π
. (4.6)

Here the free space permeability μ0 is used since there is no magnetic mate-
rial, and σg is the conductivity of the ground plane. The value σgd is the con-
ductivity used for the ground conductors, which contains a correction factor
to account for the difference in area that is missing since we are discretising
a rectangular area by circles.

4.1.2 Ground impedance
The second method to incorporate the losses and current distribution in the
transmission line models is to include a ground impedance matrix into the
MTL equations (MTL-GI). The transmission linemodel remains as given by (2.1)
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CHAPTER 4. CABLES IN THE PRESENCE OF COMPOSITE GROUND PLANES

and (2.2). In the MTL-GI method, as opposed to the MTL-DG method, the
ground plane can be taken as infinite. Therefore, the configuration of Figure
4.2a results in 4x4 inductance and capacitance matrix of which the elements
are computed by equation (2.35) and (2.27). The conductancematrix is still as-
sumed to be zero and the p.u.l. impedancematrix is again defined as given in
(4.3), this time resulting in a 4x4matrix. Analogous to theMTL-DGmethodwe
neglect the resistances in thewires. The effects of CFRP should be included in
Zg. There is extensive literature about such impedance matrices that include
the losses of soil into transmission line equations. Carson [41] was one of the
first ones to derive an equation for ground impedance in which the soil was
represented by a lossy half-space. By adapting the formulation for ground im-
pedance of a stratified soil that is given in [44] to the case of a ground plane
with finite thickness and conductivity, the ground impedancematrix for MTL-
GI is given by:

�
Zg
�
j =

jωμ0

π

∫ ∞

0

cos
�
α
�
 − j��e−α(h+hj)

α + A
dα. (4.7)

Here:

A =n2

�
n1 − n2 + (n1 + n2)e2tgn2

n2 − n1 + (n1 + n2)e2tgn2

�
(4.8a)

n1 =
q
α2 + jωμ0, n2 =

q
α2 + jωμ0σg. (4.8b)

Here  gives the  position of wire , while h is the height of wire  above
the ground plane. Apart from this adaptation, the MTL equations remain un-
changed and the termination admittance matrices are defined by:

YS = YL =
�
Yc 0
0 Y

�
. (4.9)

4.2 Results

In this section crosstalk results from the twoMTLmodels presented in Section
4.1 are compared to full-wave simulations obtainedwith Feko and tomeasure-
ments. The comparison is performed for two configurations. At first, the con-
figuration of two wire pairs above a single ground plane, as shown in Figure
4.2a, is computedby both theMTL-DGand theMTL-GImethod and compared
to Feko simulations and measurements. Thereafter, the MTL-DG method is
applied to a configuration with wire pairs between two ground planes, shown
in Figure 4.2b. The MTL-DG method can be readily adapted to this second
case, due to its flexibility and ease of use. It only requires the inclusion of a
higher number of ground conductors. The MTL-GI method is not directly ap-
plicable to this case with two ground planes, unless for instance a Laplace
solver is incorporated and (4.7) is modified accordingly.
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4.2. RESULTS

All measurements are performed with the combination of a signal (track-
ing) generator as source and a spectrum analyser to measure the victim vol-
tage (see Figure 4.5). As in Chapter 2 the balancedwire pairs are connected to
the unbalancedmeasurement equipment using baluns. These baluns can be
used in the frequency rangeof 100kHz - 440MHz. Their frequency-dependent
behaviour is calibrated out of the measurements. Rohacell spacers with low
loss and relative permittivity nearly equal to 1 are used to ensure fixed sep-
aration distances and heights of the ground plane along the length of the
transmission line, which equals 1.8 m. The ground planes used in the mea-
surements were 1.8 m in length and 1 m in width. Their thickness equalled
1.3 mm and 1.5 mm for the CFRP and aluminium grounds, respectively. At the
endof the transmission lines, thewire pairs are separated fromeachother and
connected to the balun boards (see Figure 4.5b). Connections between the
baluns and the ground planes are established by screws through the ground
plane, completedwith conductiveglue for tighter fasteningof the screws. This
results in a CM impedance of 450 Ω, which is high enough to use in simula-
tions only DM terminations [25]. In simulations the CFRP is modelled with an
isotropic equivalent conductivity, which was found to be valid in [24, 25, 54].
For our CFRP planes, this equivalent conductivity equals 16.5 kS/m [25].
In the simulations, a homogeneous dielectric with an effective relative per-

mittivity equal to 2.5 is assumed to account for insulation around thewires and
foam spacers. Feko simulations are performed by making use of an isotropic
thin dielectric layer to which CFRP properties are asserted.

4.2.1 Single ground plane

Figures 4.6 to 4.9 show results for crosstalk betweenwire pairs without nearby
ground plane, as well as for wire pairs at a height h = 4 mm above a ground
plane (cross-section of the latter shown in Figure 4.2a). Figure 4.6 shows a
comparisonbetweennear-endcrosstalk computedby various simulationmod-
els. Results are given for three configurations: wire pairs in without ground
plane, wire pairs above an aluminium ground plane and wire pairs above a
CFRP ground plane. All three configurations are simulated with Feko and the
results are shown by the solid lines in Figure 4.6. With classic MTL simula-
tions, in which the logarithmic (wide-separation) expressions by Paul (equa-
tions (2.21) and (2.35)) are used for inductance and capacitance, the dotted
lines in Figure 4.6 are obtained.
The results in Figure 4.6 confirm the well-known phenomenon that cross-

talk decreases for cables that are placed close to a metallic ground plane,
when compared to wire pairs without nearby ground plane. For these two
cases MTL results are equal to those generated by Feko. The MTL-DGmethod
introduced in the previous section yields levels shown by the plus signs in Fig-
ure 4.6. With this method both the aluminium ground plane case and the
CFRPground plane case are shown and results show a perfectmatch to those
obtained with Feko. Finally, results obtained with MTL-GI are given by the cir-
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CHAPTER 4. CABLES IN THE PRESENCE OF COMPOSITE GROUND PLANES

(a) Wire pairs between two aluminium
ground planes - overview of setup
with spectrumanalyser, generator and
preamplifier.

(b) Wire pairs between two CFRP
ground planes - close-up of termina-
tion to baluns.

(c) Wire pairs above a single CFRP ground plane.

Figure 4.5: Pictures of the crosstalk measurement setup.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated NEXT between two wire pairs in three different configurations.
Solid lines are obtainedwith Feko, dotted lineswith the analyticMTL equations. Circles
give results computed by MTL-GI, while the plus signs show results for the MTL-DG
method.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated NEXT (MTL-DG) for wire pairs above a single CFRP ground plane.
Comparisons are made between three different sizes of a single layer ground plane
and a double layered ground plane.
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CHAPTER 4. CABLES IN THE PRESENCE OF COMPOSITE GROUND PLANES

cles. Again, these results match perfectly to the other simulation methods.
Various discretisation levels might be used in the MTL-DG method. Fig-

ure 4.7 shows a comparison of results for a CFRP ground plane with a single
layer and 3 different values for ng, as well as a discretisation with two layers of
wires. In all cases, the ground conductors are touching. Increasing ng in a sin-
gle layer will therefore increase the ground plane size. Introducing a second
layer of ground conductors might increase accuracy, but also increases com-
putation time. From Figure 4.7 it can be concluded that a single layer with 50
ground conductors is sufficient to represent an infinite ground plane, for the
case under consideration. Therefore, in all MTL-DG simulations in this chapter
a single layer with ng = 50 conductors is used.
Concluding, similar results are obtained by all three simulation methods.

However, simulation times are very different. Fine meshing is needed on a
ground plane below a transmission line in order to accurately represent the
characteristic impedance in Feko. Therefore, simulations with Feko depend
on the wire height and vary for h = 4 mm to 1 mm from 60 seconds to 1060
seconds for a single-frequency computation, when using 10 cores on a Linux
server (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40GHz, 80 cores available). At the
same time, the MTL-DG and MTL-GI methods take only 6.5 and 3 seconds, re-
spectively, for computing 200 frequencies on a simple laptop (1 core on Intel i5
processor, 8GB RAM). Therefore, simulation time for a single frequency com-
putation is improved by a factor of 1,900 – 70,000. When comparing the two
novel MTLmethods, MTL-GI is slightly more time-efficient and enables actual
infinite ground plane simulation. However, as illustrated also by the case in
Section 4.2.2, the MTL-DGmethod provides more flexibility.
Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of the MTL simulations with measured

NEXT. For the ground plane cases the MTL-GI method is shown. Some un-
certainties in the measurement setup cause the measured crosstalk curve
to have a slope slightly less than the expected 20 dB/decade, which causes
slight differences in the 0.1-0.3 MHz range. However, in general the compari-
son between simulations and measurements is good. The simulation results
clearly show that CFRP affects crosstalk behaviour as stated in [25]. There
is a clear distinction between low and high-frequency behaviour, in which
both the conductivity and thickness of the ground plane are important pa-
rameters. The distinction is determined by the field penetration in the CFRP
material [55]. At low frequencies, for which the skin depth is much larger
than the thickness of the ground plane, the electromagnetic fields tend to
distribute throughout the ground plane and consequently the currents dis-
tribute in depth and transversal directions of the ground. At high frequencies,
for which the skin depth is small compared to the ground plane thickness,
the fields penetrate only the top part of the ground plane given by one skin
depth and currents concentrate at the surface and below the wires. For the
good conducting aluminium ground planes this high-frequency effect holds
throughout the entire frequency range considered in this study.
These observations are confirmed by results shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison betweenmeasured and simulated NEXT for wire pairs without
ground plane, or above a single ground plane. Solid lines are results of NEXT simula-
tions (also shown in Figure 4.6, analytic MTL without ground plane and MTL-GI for the
ground plane cases). The dotted lines are measured crosstalk results.
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Figure 4.9: Simulated (MTL-DG method) NEXT between two wire pairs above a single
ground plane with different conductivities. MTL results with and without PEC ground
plane are given as reference.
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Figure 4.9 shows that for lower conductivity, the transition from free-space-
like to PEC-like behaviour occurs at a higher frequency than for higher con-
ductivity. For the conductivity of our measured CFRP, i.e. 16.5 kS/m, Figure
4.10 also shows current distributions in the ground plane. To better show cur-
rent distributions, a ground plane discretisation with two layers of ground
conductors is used for the computation of results in Figure 4.10. A big ad-
vantage of the MTL-DG method is that these current distributions are readily
available after solving the MTL equations. For all subplots the left wire pair is
the culprit, and the magnitudes of ground plane currents are shown in cor-
respondence with the colour bar. The two upper subfigures of Figure 4.10
show the current distributions in a CFRP ground plane, while the two bottom
subfigures are for an aluminium ground plane. Indeed, good field penetra-
tion in the CFRP for the lower frequencies causes the currents to distribute
wider across the ground plane, while they become more concentrated be-
low the current-drivingwires for higher frequencies, showcasing proximity ef-
fects. In aluminium, the currents in the ground plane are concentrated below
the wires in the entire frequency range considered in this study.

Figure 4.10: Simulated currents (in ampere) at the near-end side of all conductors in
the ground plane at 2 different frequencies, for both CFRP and aluminium.

4.2.2 Double ground plane
To further illustrate the capabilities of the proposedMTL-DGmethod, this sec-
tion shows results of crosstalk betweenwire pairs between twogroundplanes.
The cross-section is illustrated in Figure 4.2b. Such a configuration can be
interesting as a step towards simulation of integrated or embedded wiring,
which is of interest to the aviation industry.
Figure4.11 shows simulatedNEXT results forwirepairs between twoground

planes, with h1 = h2 = 4 mm. As reference, the results without nearby ground
plane are also shown. Clearly, crosstalk is even further reduced when a sec-
ond ground plane is placed above the wire pairs. For a single ground plane,
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between simulated (MTL-DG – solid lines, Feko –markers) and
measured NEXT (dashed lines) between two wire pairs between two ground planes.

the decrease was roughly 8 dB compared to the case without ground plane.
From Figure 4.11 we see that introduction of a second ground plane decreases
crosstalk with another 15 dB, for the case under study. Moreover, it can be ob-
served that the general behaviour of crosstalk between CFRP ground planes
shows the same tendency as crosstalk above a single CFRP ground plane, but
with a different level. Again, for low frequencies the crosstalk is similar to that
of wire pairs without nearby ground plane. Figure 4.11 shows that the agree-
ment betweenmeasurements andMTL simulations are very good for all three
cases. The results of the MTL-DG method and Feko show a perfect match
for all three cases. However, for the case of two ground planes, the MTL-DG
method requires only 40 seconds to run 200 frequencies on a laptop, while
Feko computation times vary for h = 4 mm to h = 1.1 mm from 180 to 14.100
seconds, to run a single frequency on 10 cores of our Linux server. This implies
a factor 900 – 70,000 simulation time improvement of the MTL-DG method,
when compared to Feko.
Finally, figures 4.12 and 4.13 show results of MTL-DG and Feko simulations,

andmeasurements for two wire pairs between two aluminium and two CFRP
ground planes. The lower ground plane is kept 3.5 mm from the wire pairs,
while the distance of the upper ground plane is varied. For all distances, MTL-
DG and Feko again show a perfect match. Also the simulations and mea-
surements coincide very well. Only for the CFRP ground planes slight differ-
ences occur, which are most likely caused by uncertainties in the measure-
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Figure 4.12: MTL-DG (solid lines), Feko (markers) and measured (dotted lines) NEXT for
twowire pairs between two aluminiumgroundplanes. The lower groundplane is at 3.5
mm, while the height of the other ground plane is changed. MTL-DG result for single
aluminium ground plane is shown as reference (purple dashed line).
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Figure 4.13: MTL-DG (solid lines), Feko (markers) and measured (dotted lines) NEXT for
twowire pairs between two CFRP ground planes. The lower ground plane is at 3.5mm,
while the height of the other ground plane is changed. MTL-DG result for single CFRP
ground plane is shown as reference (purple dashed line).
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4.3. SUMMARY

ment setup, or differences between CFRP properties in simulations andmea-
surements. The variations of the height of the second ground plane show
that, similar to the case of a single ground plane [22], the effects of the ground
plane to the crosstalk behaviour become less when the ground plane is fur-
ther away. As reference, the simulated result for a single ground plane is also
shown in figures 4.12 and 4.13. For both aluminium and CFRP ground planes,
this result coincides with the levels of crosstalk obtained for h2 = 14.5 mm.
This confirms that at this distance the second ground plane has no effect any-
more. Bringing the second CFRP ground plane closer has little effect on the
low-frequency behaviour, but it does significantly affect the high-frequency
crosstalk. Thus, integrating for instance flex PCBs into thermoplastic material
that has conducting fibres, such as CFRP, can greatly reduce high-frequency
crosstalk levels.

4.3 Summary

Replacement of conducting materials in aircraft by less conducting compos-
ite materials such as CFRP highlights the need for simulation methods that
can quickly assess the effects of lossy ground planes to crosstalk behaviour.
This chapter presented two methods that incorporate the effects of ground
planes with finite conductivity and thickness into MTL models. As opposed
to the previous two chapters these models are not only applicable to electri-
cally short wires, but can be applied under the frequency conditions of MTL
theory. The first method makes use of a discretisation of the ground plane
by cylindrical conductors which have a diameter equal to the thickness of the
ground plane. Well-known analytical expressions can still be used for the in-
ductance and capacitance matrices. When the resistance matrix is adapted
to include the analytical resistance of cylindrical wires it is found that the re-
sulting MTL-DG crosstalk simulations coincide very well to measured cross-
talk and full-wave Feko simulations, for bothmetallic ground planes as well as
CFRP ground planes.
The second method makes use of a ground impedance matrix. Formulas

that are used throughout literature to evaluate the effects of lossy ground to
overhead transmission lines are adapted to the case of a CFRP ground plane
with finite thickness. Computed crosstalk levels obtained with this MTL-GI
method coincide verywell with theMTL-DGmethod, aswell aswithmeasured
crosstalk and full-wave simulations. Both presented MTL methods show the
frequency dependent behaviour of CFRP ground planes that has been ob-
served in an earlier paper [25]. For low frequencies, EM fields penetrate uni-
formly through the CFRP ground plane, return currents distributed broadly
under the wires, and crosstalk levels are similar to that between wire pairs
without ground plane. For high frequencies, the fields are unable to pene-
trate the CFRP further than one skin depth. Therefore, return currents con-
centrate more at the surface and below the current-driving wire and conse-
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quently crosstalk levels are equal to those for aluminiumground planes. Both
thickness and conductivity of the ground plane are important parameters in
the switch in frequency behaviour, which appears at the frequency for which
the skin depth of the material is in the same order as the thickness of the
ground plane.
The MTL-DG method is also applied to the case of two wire pairs between

two ground planes. Again, for both aluminium and CFRP ground planes the
results of calculations and measurements coincide very well. Crosstalk levels
indicate that the presence of a second ground plane close to the wire pairs
further reduces the crosstalk, when compared to wire pairs without ground
plane and above a single ground plane. For CFRP ground planes this effect
is again only observed for the higher frequencies. For low frequencies, the
crosstalk is more similar to that of wire pairs without nearby ground plane.
Moving one of the twogroundplanes away from thewire pairs increases high-
frequency crosstalk, up to a point where the levels are equal to the case of a
single ground plane.
Concluding, the two MTL methods that include lossy grounds presented

in this chapter yield simulation results that show a perfect match to full-wave
simulations and match measurements well. However, computation times on
a simple laptop can be from 900 up to 70,000 times better compared to Feko
on a 10 core Linux server.
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5 | Applications of crosstalk
models

A EWIS contains complex cable bundles with uncertainties in various model
parameters, such as separation distances and twist rates. Such uncertain-
ties can highly complicate a correct prediction of crosstalk levels. A sensitivity
analysis can then be useful to detect the most sensitive parameters. Sensitiv-
ity analysis canbeperformed in variousways. Paul experimentally determined
sensitivities of crosstalk with respect to wire positions [56]. Analysing closed-
form expressions for their level of dependency on different parameters is an-
other alternative, as was done in [23] as well as in Chapter 2. Formore complex
cable bundles statistical methods provide a structured way to determine the
mean crosstalk and the corresponding standard deviation in various config-
urations. Therefore, such statistical methods are frequently used to perform
sensitivity analysis.
In this chapter MTL models are applied to perform sensitivity analysis to

two cases:

• Crosstalk between Twisted Wire Pairs (TWPs) inside a bundle shield

• Transfer impedance measurement methods

The sensitivity of a quantity, such as crosstalk or transfer impedance, with
respect to anymodel parameter can be defined by the ratio of standard devi-
ations of output and input. The standard deviation, σ, should be normalised
by the corresponding mean value, μ, yielding a quantity that is called the co-
efficient of variation c :

c =
σ

μ
. (5.1)

Then the sensitivity of for instance crosstalk with respect to an input param-
eter is given by the ratio of the estimated c,γ for crosstalk and the assumed
c, in the input parameter:

S =
c,γ

c,
. (5.2)

To determine the sensitivity with respect to various model parameters a
stochastic distribution with certain mean and standard deviation is assumed
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATIONS OF CROSSTALK MODELS

for each input parameter that is under evaluation. Statistical methods can
then be applied to estimate the resulting mean and standard deviation in
the output. Multiple run algorithms such as the conventional Monte Carlo
(MC) method are a well-known way of determining statistical moments of a
stochastic process. In [11] the authors use MC simulations to investigate the
influence of non-uniform twisting and incomplete final twists to radiated sus-
ceptibility. For cable bundles with non-uniformities such as twisting and me-
andering of cables, MC computation times can become severe. Since MC re-
quires a large number of runs, other statistical methods are preferred. Many
efficient alternatives have been presented in literature [15, 17, 18]. In [13,57], Fei
introduced the Stochastic Reduced Order Model (SROM) in an EMC context.
This statistical method is non-intrusive and quite straight forward to imple-
ment and in [13, 57] it was used to investigate the effect to crosstalk between
two single wires above a ground planewhen height, separation distance, wire
radius and the termination impedance were changed. Similarly, in [58] it was
used to determine the impact of different parameters of an incident plane
wave coupling into a transmission line. In this chapter, the SROM method
is used for a sensitivity analysis for crosstalk in a bundle of twisted wire pairs
with respect to parameters such as twist rate and cablemeandering, aswell as
the influence of dielectric permittivity and termination mismatches in trans-
fer impedance measurement setups. Moreover, for the simulation of twisted
pairs, the method to make the MTL simulations more efficient mentioned in
Section 2.3 is applied.
The SROM method is used to estimate the mean and standard deviation

of the output parameter, for instance NEXT. In comparison to theMCmethod,
the SROMmethod is amultiple runmethod that contains a limited set of sam-
ple values for the uncertain input parameter (compare: order of 10 (SROM)
versus order of 105 (MC) for one uncertain parameter). These samples are cho-
sen in such a way that the SROM accurately describes the probability distri-
bution of the input variable. An optimal SROM can be obtained by using the
pattern classification method (see [13]). Output of this algorithm is a set ofm
realisations of the model parameter that forms the SROM, x̂ = (̂1, . . . , ̂m),
including corresponding probabilities for each sample p = (p1, . . . , pm). Fig-
ure 5.1 illustrates the selection of such an optimal set of 25 SROM realisations
when two stochastic parameters would be assumed (for this example sepa-
ration distance and height above ground were chosen, with μ equal to 6 mm
and 10 cm and σ equal to 0.6 mm and 1 mm, respectively). The pattern clas-
sification is based on Voronoi regions, which are also shown in Figure 5.1. The
SROM samples have the property that their statistics are similar to the 20.000
MC samples that are shown. For further details, we refer to [13].
Since for sensitivity analysis we consider one parameter at a time, ̂ repre-

sents a scalar sample. In this chapter, we choose a number ofm = 25 samples.
This number is higher than was concluded for a single variable uncertainty
in [13]. However, sensitivity of crosstalk with respect to for instance twist rate
(which will be computed in Section 5.1) can be very high and therefore we use
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Figure 5.1: Example of the selection of 25 optimal SROMsamples (red dots) from20.000
MC samples, for the case of two stochastic variables (height above ground and wire
pair separation). The Voronoi regions that are used in the pattern classification are
also shown.

more samples to increase the accuracy of the SROM results. Still, compared
to the MCmethod, which needs in the order of 100 thousand runs for conver-
gence, a huge decrease in computation time can be achieved.
To determine the sensitivity of for instance crosstalk with respect to an in-

put parameter, for each realisation k of the SROM the corresponding near-
end crosstalk γNE,k is computed. Statistical moments of crosstalk are then
estimated by:

μ̂γ =
m∑
k=1

pkγNE,k (5.3a)

σ̂γ =
m∑
k=1

pk
�
γNE,k − μ̂γ�2 . (5.3b)

For Section 5.2, the procedurewill be entirely equal, however the output under
investigation will be transfer impedance instead of crosstalk.
A useful way of displaying sensitivity results is shown in Figure 5.2. The

dashed lines indicate various zones of sensitivity. Below 0 dB, the sensitivity is
such that the variability in the output is less than in the input. The further be-
low 0 dB, the more we can neglect the uncertainty in this model parameter.
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATIONS OF CROSSTALK MODELS

Figure 5.2: Layout for sensitivity plots.

In the orange area, the relation between variability in input and output ranges
from linear (0 dB) to quadratic (6 dB). Above this, the sensitivity becomes re-
ally high. In the low-frequency area we can also distinguish between induc-
tive and capacitive crosstalk by creating cases with low and high-impedance
terminations. Above the dashed black line frequencies become high enough
for resonances to occur, which can also be reflected into sensitivity results.
For instance when the sensitivity with respect to permittivity is investigated,
a slight change in permittivity will shift the resonance frequencies slightly.
At that precise frequency, the crosstalk value can change drastically by that
change of permittivity, yielding peaks in the sensitivity analysis while in gen-
eral the effect to the entire crosstalk curve is relatively small. Therefore, in this
high-frequency area one has to be cautious while interpreting the sensitivity
values.

In Section 5.1, which is based on [35] the above methodology is used to in-
vestigate the sensitivities of crosstalk between twisted wire pairs in a shielded
bundle. Input parameters under investigation include intra-pair separation
distance and twist rates. In Section 5.2, which is based on [59, 60] MTL mod-
els are developed for transfer impedance measurement methods. The sen-
sitivity of line injection and triaxial methods are investigated with respect to
dielectric permittivity and possible mismatches in the terminations. Section
5.3 summarizes the findings in this chapter.
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5.1. TWISTED PAIRS IN A BUNDLE

5.1 Twisted pairs in a bundle

The authors of [13] applied the SROMmethod to crosstalk in the simple config-
urationof twowires aboveagroundplane. In this section, theSROMmethod is
applied to two cable bundles that contain two and seven twistedwire pairs, re-
spectively. In two crosstalk configurations concerning these bundles, sensitiv-
ity with respect to inter-pair and intra-pair separation distance is investigated.
Moreover, twist rate sensitivity is discussed for twistedpairswith equal andun-
equal twist rates. Thereafter, in the second bundle both the bundle twist and
the meandering of individual cables are included to investigate their effects
on various parameter sensitivities. Realisations of meandering cables are ob-
tained by the Random Displacement Spline Interpolation (RDSI) method [9].
The resulting non-uniform transmission line equations are solved by the UCS
method.

5.1.1 Cable modelling
Consider the two cable bundles of which the cross-sections are shown in Fig-
ure 5.3. Both bundles are enclosed by a bundle shield and contain two and
seven TWPs, respectively. For both cases, the radii of the shield rs and wires
r are 6.8 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. Moreover, the wire pairs are all sep-
arated 3.4 mm from the centre of the bundle, i.e. d = 3.4 mm (except for the
centre pair in Figure 5.3b). The intra-pair separation distance  between the
individual wires of a single pair is 1.1 mm. The length of the cable bundles ℓ is
1 m and the terminations of all individual wire pairs are as in Figure 2.4. Here
the differential-mode resistance is either 50 Ω or 1000 Ω to define a low and
high-impedance case, respectively.
The voltages and currents in the cable bundles shown in Figure 5.3 will be

solved by theMTL equations. The cable bundles in Figure 5.3 are non-uniform
along their length, which is caused by the combination of twisted wire pairs,
bundle twisting and meandering cables. Therefore, the UCS as extension to
Paul’s MTL theory is used to simulate the crosstalk behaviour in the bundles,
as it has also been applied in [7]. However, as introduced in Section 2.3, to ob-
tain a significant speed-up of the sensitivity computations the low-frequency
formulation in equation (2.10) will be used to compute the solution of each
cascaded section.
The per-unit-length inductance matrix for each cascaded section can be

computed by [5]:

 =
μ0

2π
ln

�
r2s − d2
rsr

�
(5.4a)

j =
μ0

4π
ln

 1

rs

√√√√�
ddj

�2 + r4s − 2ddjr2s cosθj
d2 + d2j − 2ddj cosθj

 . (5.4b)
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATIONS OF CROSSTALK MODELS

(a) A bundle with 2 twisted pairs. (b) A bundle with 7 twisted pairs.

Figure 5.3: Cross-sections of the two bundles to which sensitvity analysis is performed.

Here d is the separation distance from conductor  to the centre of the bundle
and θj the angle between conductors  and j in the bundle. It is assumed that
the bundle contains a homogeneousmedium, by which the capacitancema-
trix follows from equation (2.27). This implies that the insulation of wires can
only be taken into account by an effective, homogeneous relative permittivity.
Modelling the actual effects of non-homogeneous media like insulation re-
quires the computationally expensive numerical estimation of p.u.l. parame-
ters. However, the permittivity will only affect the average crosstalk and corre-
sponding resonance frequencies, but not the sensitivity with respect to other
model parameters. Therefore, in this section we choose the medium inside
the bundle to be free space.

The meandering of the cables along the length of the bundle is included
via the RDSI algorithm [9]. This is applied to each twisted wire pair. To this
extent, the start and end positions of all TWP centres are fixed in accordance
with Figure 5.3. Along its length, the cable is subdivided into 15 segments, to
which a random displacement is added in the two orthogonal cross-sectional
directions. These displacements are normally distributed withmean zero and
standard deviation taken equal to d/2. The segments are subdivided into
smaller sub-segments on which spline interpolation is performed. This yields
for TWP  an  and y coordinate on each sub-segment, which are denoted by
tp,s (zk) and ytp,s (zk) and where the longitudinal position along the TL is
zk . The length of the sub-segments is determined by the minimum of either
a tenth of a wavelength or the amount of cascaded sections that are needed
to accurately model one twist. To the interpolated coordinates on these sub-
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5.1. TWISTED PAIRS IN A BUNDLE

segments the bundle twist is introduced by the following addition:

tp (zk) =tp,s (zk) + B, (zk) (5.5a)
ytp (zk) =ytp,s (zk) + yB, (zk) , (5.5b)

in which:

B, (zk) =dtp sin (θB (zk))
yB, (zk) =dtp cos (θB (zk))

with θB (zk) = θ0 +
2πzkNBT

ℓ
. (5.6)

Here B, and yB, describe the deviations that are caused by the bundle twist.
NBT is the total amount of twists in the bundle. Usually, the length of a
full bundle twist is equal to the length of the bundle divided by its diame-
ter. Therefore, we take NBT equal to the first integer number larger than the
bundle length divided by this twist length. In our case, this equals 8 bundle
twists. Thereby, tp (zk) and ytp (zk) control the positions of the centres
of twisted wire pair  along the transmission line, including meandering and
bundle twist. The positions of individual conductors 1 and 2 of such a twisted
pair are obtained by adding coordinates of a helix form to each of the uniform
sections:

h,1 (zk) = + (/2) cos (φk)
yh,1 (zk) = + (/2) sin (φk)
h,2 (zk) = − (/2) cos (φk)
yh,2 (zk) = − (/2) sin (φk)

with φk = αtp +
2πzkNt,

ℓ
. (5.7)

With αtp the starting angle of each twisted wire pair at z = 0 can be con-
trolled. In this section, the starting angles are as shown in Figure 5.3, yielding
α = 0. The positions of each conductor along the length of the line can now
be computed:

tp,p (zk) =tp (zk) + h,p (zk) (5.8a)
ytp,p (zk) =ytp (zk) + yh,p (zk) . (5.8b)

In this, the subscript p represents the conductor of a specific wire pairs, there-
fore it is either 1 or 2. From this, the corresponding angles θj and separation
distances d for all the individual conductors inside the bundle shield can be
computed, fromwhich the inductance and capacitance can be computed by
(5.4). The abovementioned cascadedMTL theory is then used to solve the ter-
mination currents and voltages on each conductor, from which by equation
(2.3) crosstalk is computed.

5.1.2 Sensitivity simulation results
This section describes the results of sensitivity analysis for the following two
situations:
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1. Case 1 - Crosstalk between the two twisted wire pairs in bundle 1.

2. Case 2 - Crosstalk between the centre and top twisted wire pairs in bun-
dle 2.

In the following, firstly a comparison will be made between the sensitivity in
these caseswith respect to parameters like inter and intra-pair separation dis-
tance, as well as the twist rate. Here both bundle twist and cablemeandering
are not taken into account. The parameters under investigation are assumed
to follow a normal distribution, of which mean and standard deviation will be
given. Secondly, the bundle twist is included to observe its influence to pa-
rameter sensitivities. Finally, also the cable meandering is included.
In aircraft industry the application of twistedwire pairswith equal twist rate

is very realistic. However, it is known that combinations of twisted pairs with
a difference in twist rate are preferred from a crosstalk perspective. Therefore,
sensitivities and average crosstalk for both cross-sectional parameters and
twist rates are discussed for situations concerning twisted pairs with equal
and unequal twist rates.

No bundle twist and no meandering

Consider the cable bundles introduced in Figure 5.3 and assume that the only
non-uniformity of the cable along its length is the twisting of wire pairs. Bun-
dle twists and cable meandering are not taken into account in this section.
Figure 5.4 shows the results of sensitivity analysis with respect to the inter-

pair separation distance for case 1 and case 2. For case 1 only the low-impe-
dance case is shown, for which inductive coupling is dominant. Distinction
is made between the case where both pairs have the same twist rate of 51
twists per metre (tpm), and where the two pairs have different twist rates of
51 tpm and 71 tpm. For these results the computed MC sensitivities are also
shown. These are obtained by simulations of 10 thousand realisations of the
separation distance. For case 1 the separation distance is assumed to be nor-
mally distributedwith amean of 6.8mmand a standard deviation of 0.68mm,
while for case 2 the mean and standard deviation are 3.4 mm and 0.34 mm,
respectively (see also Figure 5.3b – case 2 considers crosstalk between centre
and top TWP).
The MC simulations validate the SROM results, since they show a perfect

match for the separation distance sensitivity for both equal twist rates and
different twist rates, as is shown in Figure 5.4. Moreover, the results show that
there canbe largedifferences in sensitivitieswhen the twist rate of one twisted
pair is changed. The difference in sensitivity with respect to the separation
distance for the case of equal twist rate is roughly 14 dB when compared to
unequal twist rate. This change in twist rate also greatly decreases the average
near-end crosstalk, as will be concluded from Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.4 also shows a sensitivity result for case 2. The average separa-

tion distance is here 3.4 mm, which is smaller than in case 1. The logarith-
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Figure 5.4: Sensitivity with respect to inter-pair separation. Comparison between sen-
sitivities when both TWPs have twist rate equal to 51 (blue) and when twist rates are 71
and 51 (yellow). MC results are shown for validation (red and purple with ‘+’ markers).
Sensitivities for high and low-impedance terminations in case 2 are shown (light-blue
andgreen). Horizontal and dashed lines indicate the different regions explained in Fig-
ure 5.2.

mic terms in the inductancematrix then cause that this lower separation dis-
tance also implies a lower sensitivity on separation distance. As is shown by
Figure 5.4 sensitivities differ for inductive and capacitive crosstalk. In the high-
impedance case the capacitive crosstalk dominates inductive crosstalk for the
frequencies below the resonance area. This shows that capacitive crosstalk is
roughly 12 dB more sensitive to separation distance than inductive crosstalk.
Apart from the cross-sectional parameters, sensitivity analysis can also be

performed with respect to twist rates of twisted wire pairs. Figure 5.5 shows
the results of such sensitivity analysis by the use of SROM and MC methods.
In this case, 100 thousand MC simulations were used. Results of the low-
impedance case are shown, since the twisting is mostly used to reduce in-
ductive crosstalk. Both results for the case of equal and unequal twist rates
are given. In Figure 5.6 the correspondingmean values for near-end crosstalk
are given. In the statistical simulations the victim pair is assumed to have a
twist rate that is normally distributed around 51 tpmwith a standard deviation
of 5.1 tpm. Therefore, the twist rate can be a non-integer, yielding incomplete
terminal twists. The culprit transmission line has a fixed twist rate of either 51
or 71 twists per metre. If both twisted pairs were to be modelled with com-
plete terminal twists, a discrete distribution such as the binomial distribution
with parameters n = 104 and p = 51/104 could form an alternative. Such results
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATIONS OF CROSSTALK MODELS

are not shown here.
SROMandMC sensitivity results coincide quitewell in the entire frequency

rangewhen the twist rates are equal. In case the twist rates are unequal there
is a difference in the results. Moreover, for various SROM simulations the sen-
sitivity shows variability of 1 or 2 dB. Actually, even for the 105 MC simulations
sensitivity results still show some variations. However, the average crosstalk
has converged and MC and SROM results match perfectly for both cases (see
Figure 5.6). Apparently, these statistical estimations of the standard deviation
for twist rate uncertainties are less accurate for the case with unequal twist
rates in victim and culprit TWPs.
Both SROM and MC results indicate that the average crosstalk decreases

by roughly 25 dB when the twist rate of the culprit pair is changed from 51
to 71 tpm. Actually, if incomplete terminal twists would be avoided this de-
crease can even be larger. Also the sensitivity of crosstalk with respect to the
twist rate decreases when unequal twist rates are used. However, in general
crosstalk values are very sensitive with respect to these twist rates.

5.1.3 Influence of bundle twist and meandering cables

In this section, the bundle twist is included in the model to investigate its in-
fluence to sensitivity results. Subsequently, cable meandering is also taken
into account. Themeandering of cables along the length of the bundle intro-
duces new stochasticity, since the deviations from the connector positions are
normally distributed. In principle, statistical simulations are therefore also ap-
plicable to cable meandering, yielding an average crosstalk for the combined
uncertainty in cable meandering and another model parameter. However, to
determine whether there is any effect of cable meandering at all, in this sec-
tion we stick to repetition of the SROM sensitivity analysis for a certain model
parameter for a few realisations of meandering cables. Each realisation re-
sults in an average crosstalk and sensitivity for that specificmodel parameter.
Sensitivities of various realisations are then compared to investigate possible
variations caused by the meandering. Average values for model parameters
are equal to those in the previous sections, and in this case we discuss low-
impedance terminations. The intra-pair separation distance is assumed to
be normally distributed with a mean of 1.1 mm and a standard deviation of
0.11 mm.
Figure 5.7 shows results of sensitivity analysis for case 2 with respect to the

inter and intra-pair separation distance. In both cases, the twisted pairs have
equal twist rate (51 tpm). The results in this section are all given in a similar
way, where the solid line represents sensitivity without bundle twist and ca-
blemeandering, the dotted linewith ‘+’markers includes bundle twist and the
dotted line with ‘o’ markers includes both bundle twist and cable meander-
ing. The results in Figure 5.7 show that bundle twist and cable meandering
barely influence the sensitivity with respect to separation distance. For this
case, only one realisation of cable meandering is shown, since other realisa-
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Figure 5.5: Sensitivity with respect to twist rate. Comparison between sensitivities
when both TWPs have twist rate equal to 51 (blue), and when twist rates are 71 and
51 (yellow). MC results are shown for validation (red and purple with ‘+’ markers). Hori-
zontal and dashed lines indicate the different regions explained in Figure 5.2.
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no bundle twist and no meandering. For the dotted lines with ‘+’-signs bundle twist
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5.2. TRANSFER IMPEDANCE

tions yield the same result. In the high-frequency area, only the sensitivity
with respect to intra-pair separation deviates slightly when the cable mean-
dering is introduced. However, for all other sensitivities the bundle twist and
cable meandering could be neglected.
Since for twist rateuncertainties SROMsensitivity values showed tobe slight-

ly unstable, Figure 5.8 shows corresponding average crosstalk results when
the bundle twist or cable meandering is included. Multiple realisations of ca-
ble meandering are shown, which lead to equal results for the case of equal
twisting. For unequal twisting the bundle twist has no influence on the av-
erage crosstalk, while cable meandering increases the results with roughly 10
dB. However, various realisations of meandering cables yield results that are
nearly equal along the entire frequency range.

5.2 Transfer impedance

Cable shields or screens, which were already introduced in Chapter 3, can be
used to protect cabling from both crosstalk and external effects, such as High
Intensity Radiated Fields (HIRF) and lightning. With that purpose braided
shields are used in aviation industry (see Figure 5.9). These shields are com-
posed of strandswith small copperwires that arewoven together into a braid-
ed shield around for instance shielded twisted pairs or entire cable bundles.
Adding extra layers of shielding can improve EMC, but will simultaneously in-
crease the on-board weight significantly. For optimisation of shielding from
an EMC perspective it is of high importance to cable manufacturers to obtain
a measure for the quality of shields.
The performance of braided shields is expressed in transfer impedance ZT ,

which is a measure for the coupling between the domains internal and ex-
ternal to the shield. It is defined as the ratio of induced voltage on the inside
of the shield over the current flowing on its outer surface. This concept was
initially introduced by Schelkunoff [62] and the formal definition is given by:

ZT =
1

0

∂V

∂z
. (5.9)

Here 0 is the current flowing on the outside of the shield and ∂V/∂z is the
voltage per unit length induced on the inside of the shield. Thus, following
this definition the voltage drop inside the cable shield over an infinitesimal
piece of cable is divided by the current outside the shield evaluated at the
same position along a transmission line.
Transfer impedance is a theoretical and intrinsic parameter whose value,

given in Ω/m and defined over an infinitesimally small piece of the shield, de-
pends only on the geometry and materials of the braid. It allows estimating
the electromagnetic effect in the wires inside the cable produced by an ex-
ternal field or, reciprocally, the radiation leaked from inside the cable to the
environment. A low ZT indicates little coupling between interior and exterior
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATIONS OF CROSSTALK MODELS

Figure 5.9: Photograph of a variety of manufactured braided shield samples. Transfer
impedance of these shielded cables has been analysed in [60,61].

of the shield, and therefore a good shielding against interfering electromag-
netic fields. Several analytical models have been derived for the prediction of
transfer impedance based on geometrical parameters of the shield [39,63–65].
Since these analytical models are only defined for an infinitesimal small piece
of cable screen they do note take into account effects of finite cable length. In
these models, for the lower frequency region the transfer impedance is gov-
erned by the DC resistance of the braid and the diffusion of waves through
the cylindrical braid. For high frequencies the imaginary part of the transfer
impedance dominates, comprising a superposition of hole, braid and skin in-
ductance. Each of the analytical models differs in the calculation of hole and
braid inductance.
In a transfer impedance measurement of a shielded cable a sample with

fixed and finite length is used. In such a case the measured transfer imped-
ance can be regarded as an integral over the length of the line of equation
(5.9), resulting in a voltage drop over the length of this cable divided by the
corresponding shield currents. In practice, this can be measured in a vari-
ety of setups, such as the line injection and triaxial methods [66–68]. In such
measurement setups a source is connected to one side of the injection cir-
cuit (depending on themeasurement setup, this can be either the internal or
external circuit), and the resulting voltage drop on the near or far-end side of
the other circuit is measured. Indeed, this implies that the integrated effects
of (5.9) over the transmission line aremeasured, leading to the fact that in the
measurement of transfer impedance long line effects can be observed that
are not part of the definition of transfer impedance. Therefore, in general the
obtainedmeasured transfer impedance is only similar to analyticalmodels up
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to a certain frequency [66–73].
Previous literature discusses the influence of propagation effects to mea-

sured transfer impedance in high frequency regions [66, 69–73]. Standards
specify the frequency validity of results in different measured setups [66–69].
Démoulin analytically derives frequency expressions explaining propagation
phenomena for triaxial and line injection methods [70–72]. For these deriva-
tions the injection circuit is solvedfirst, afterwhichequivalentdistributed sour-
ces ensure a one-way coupling of injected currents into the test sample [73].
Finally, Démoulin illustrates the influence of different propagation effects to
transfer impedance measurements by some example measurements. The
current section of this thesis, which is based on [59,60], introduces a different,
MTL approach to simulate transfer impedancemeasurement setups. This is a
generic approach that can be used to perform similar analysis to the propaga-
tion effects combined with the finite length and mismatches, and is quickly
adapted to variousmeasurementmethods. Moreover, it is applied to perform
sensitivity analysis with respect to parameters that control mismatches in the
terminations of the setups, as well as dielectric permittivity.
The MTL model for these transfer impedance measurement setups uses

the addition of shielding to the MTL equations as described in Chapter 5 and
[37,74]. In this section, themethod is used to derive anMTLmodel for both the
line injection and triaxial measurement setup, both extensively described in
many standards, among which [66–68]. Moreover, the low-frequency meth-
ods previously used in chapters 2 and 3 are applied to obtain transition fre-
quencies similar to [66, 69]. The developed MTL model is applied to a coax
with line injection to analyse simulated transfer impedancemeasurement re-
sults. Distinctions are readily made between transmission lines with perfect
terminations and those with mismatches, as well as coaxes with and with-
out dielectrics. These distinctions clarify the origin of certain resonances and
transmission line effects to the measured transfer impedance. Based on the
method in the beginning of this chapter, also sensitivities of transfer imped-
ance measurements with respect to mismatches and permittivity will be an-
alysed.
Section 5.2.1 introduces the models for the two transfer impedance mea-

surement methods. Section 5.2.2 will give some closed-form expressions for
the induced voltage in the coax with line injection, alongwith important tran-
sition frequencies. Finally, Section 5.2.3 will give the results of sensitivity anal-
yses.

5.2.1 Transmission line model

Line injection method

A model for the test section of the line injection method is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.10. It comprises a coax under test and an injection wire separated by a
distance d. This cable configuration concerns three conductors, of which the
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of a model for the test section of the line injection method.

shield under test is chosen as reference. The shield of the coax has a radius rs,
whereas wires 1 and 2 (injection wire and inner wire of the coax, respectively)
have radii r1 and r2. Voltages in the two wires are defined with respect to the
shield. In the exterior of the coax the current on conductor 1 has its return path
via the outside of the shield. In the interior, conductor 2 has its return current
on the inside of the shield. The MTL equations can be solved for currents and
voltages once all properties of the transmission line have been defined.

Per-unit-length parameters In this case the inductance and capacitance
matrices for the MTL system in Figure 5.10 are:

L =
�
11 0
0 22

�
, C =

�
μ0ϵ0ϵre 0

0 μ0ϵ0ϵr

�
L−1, (5.10)

in which:

11 =
μ0

2π
cosh−1

�
d2 − r2s − r21

2rsr1

�
, 22 =

μ0

2π
ln
�
rs

r2

�
. (5.11)

For 11 simplification to the natural logarithm is not applied since usually the
injection wire is very close to the shield. The permittivity of dielectric material
inside the coax is given by ϵr. Similarly the exterior medium permittivity, if
homogeneous, is represented by ϵre. If the insulation of the injection wire is
placed directly against the shield under test an effective permittivity can be
estimated by ϵre of the insulation.
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The total p.u.l. impedancematrix of theMTL system carries both the ohmic
losses in the wires, as well as the shield and transfer impedances and the in-
ductance matrix defined above. It is given by the following expression:

Ẑ =
�
Rc1 0
0 Rc2

�
+
�
Zsh,e ZT
ZT Zsh,

�
+ jωL, (5.12)

in which Rc1 and Rc2 represent the losses in the twowires. These can be com-
puted by equation (4.5) with dg and σg changed to 2r and the conductivity of
copper, respectively. The transfer impedance is given by ZT . Schelkunoff [62]
gives a useful expression for the shield impedance of a solid shield, which is
used here as estimation for impedances of interior and exterior shield imped-
ance, respectively Zsh, and Zsh,e. For approximating the impedance of the
braided shield by a solid copper shield an equivalent thickness is computed
by assuming that the low-frequency value of the shield impedance is equal to
the DC value of the transfer impedance. Finally, the conductance matrix G is
assumed to be zero, yielding a p.u.l. admittance matrix equal to:

Ŷ = jωC. (5.13)

In practice, proximity effects will cause the current to be distributed in a
non-uniform way throughout the cable shield. To minimize such effects in
transfer impedance measurements sometimes multiple injection wires are
used. The modelling approach described above neglects these proximity ef-
fects. It assumes that the current is distributed in a uniform way over the cir-
cumference of a shield.

Termination impedances The transmission lines are terminated as shown
in Figure 5.10, with R at both sides of the interior TL and Re in the exterior TL.
A voltage source is included between the injection wire and the shield. This
yields for the vectors containing voltage sources and the impedancematrices:

VS =
�
1
0

�
, VL =

�
0
0

�
, ZS = ZL = Z =

�
Re 0
0 R

�
. (5.14)

To avoid resonances in transfer impedance measurements, it is always at-
tempted to have matching terminations. The interior and exterior transmis-
sion lines are designed to have a characteristic impedance equal to the mea-
surement equipment. Therefore, we take the following terminations:

Re = α
Æ
11/c11, R = β

Æ
22/c22, (5.15)

in which mismatches can be evoked by choosing α or β unequal to one.

Triaxial method

The triaxial method for transfer impedance measurements, of which the test
section is illustrated in Figure 5.11, is modelled in a similar way. The sample
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Figure 5.11: Illustration of a model for the test section of the triaxial method.

under test is enclosed by a copper tube, which introduces a difference in the
inductance matrix:

11 =
μ0

2π
ln
�
rs1

rs2

�
, 22 =

μ0

2π
ln
� rs2
r

�
. (5.16)

Moreover, the p.u.l. admittancematrix changes slightly. The resistance of con-
ductor 1 in (5.12), Rc1, should be replaced by the interior impedance of the solid
copper tube enclosing the test sample in the triaxial setup. The computation
of the capacitance matrix remains as given in (5.10).
Regarding the terminations of the MTL, as opposed to the line injection

method, usually the wire inside the shield is excited and the induced voltage
between the shield and copper tube is measured (see also Figure 5.11). More-
over, the near-end of the interior transmission line, the coax under test, is
short-circuited in this measurement method. This results in:

VS =
�
0
1

�
, ZS =

�
0 0
0 R

�
. (5.17)

The impedance matrix on the load side remains equal to (5.14).

5.2.2 Transfer impedance computation
After the transmission line has been characterised by the properties given in
the previous section the MTL equations can be solved for voltages and cur-
rents in all conductors at any position. Since mismatches and propagation
effects are included in the MTL model, extracting transfer impedance from
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the induced voltage at near or far-end leads to different results, as is the case
in measurements (in the high-frequency region). In practice the induced vol-
tage is usually measured at the far-end due to a larger frequency range of
validity.
As before, V0 and 0 denote the vectors representing voltages and currents

of all conductors at the near-end side. Similar quantities at the far-end side
are given by VL and L. In this case the second entries of the voltage vectors,
V0,2 and VL,2, are the open source voltages induced at the near-end and the
far-end of the coax, and 0,1 and 0,2 are the corresponding currents flowing
at the source side of the two wires. For the line injection, 0,1 is the induced
source current, while for the triaxial method this is given by the current on the
internal wire 0,2With these definitions the transfer impedance that would be
measured in a line injection method can be computed in the following way:

ZT,N = 2V0,2/ ℓ0,1, ZT,F = 2VL,2/ ℓ0,1. (5.18)

Here the subscripts relate to near-end or far-end. By a difference in termina-
tions, for the triaxial method only the far-end voltage can bemeasured, yield-
ing:

ZT,F = VL,1/ ℓ0,2. (5.19)
For (5.18) and (5.19) currents and voltages at the ends of the MTL are re-

quired. These can be obtained by solving equations (2.6), (2.5) and [5]:

L =21VS + [22 − 21ZS] 0 (5.20a)
VL =ZLL, (5.20b)

These voltages and currents can be solved explicitly by using low-frequency
approximations for the chainparametermatrices asgivenbyequation (2.10).
The resulting closed-formexpressions are only valid for electrically short wires,
but transition frequencies roughly similar to the standards [66,69] can be de-
rived. Moreover, they lead to a first intuition on the cause of resonances in
transfer impedance measurements. In the following these expressions are
derived for the line injection method. Similar expressions can be derived for
the triaxial method.

Low-frequency closed-form expressions

When substituting the low-frequency approximations of (2.10) into (5.20) the
voltage induced in the coax under test can be approximated by:

V0,2 =D−1ℓZTR (1 + jωℓRec11) (5.21a)

VL,2 = − D−1ℓZTR (1 + jωℓRc22) (1 + jωℓRec11) , (5.21b)

in which:

D =
�
2Re + ℓZsh,e + jωℓ

�
11 + R2ec11

�� �
2R + ℓZsh, + jωℓ

�
22 + R2 c22

��
− ℓ2Z2

T . (5.22)
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Bymanipulating (5.21) and recognising that in this case the shield and transfer
impedance are much smaller than the termination impedances, it is possible
to derive an approximation for the frequency at which the low-frequency ex-
pressions do not hold anymore: a transition frequency.

Transition frequencies

For transfer impedancemeasurements the validity range for the frequency is
important. In the standards expressions are derived for maximum frequen-
cies up to which the different methods can be used. Here, in a different way,
similar expressions are derived that give insight in the behaviour of the mea-
surement setups.
The transition frequency, at which higher order terms start to interact, is

approximated for the near-end and far-end expressions in (5.21) by:

ƒNE ≈ 1

πℓ

ReR

Re
�
22 + R2 c22

�
+ R

�
11 + R2ec11

� (5.23a)

ƒFE ≈ 1

πℓ

ReR

Re
�
22 − R2 c22

�
+ R

�
11 − R2ec11

� . (5.23b)

The fact that higher order frequency terms start to interact implies that ne-
glecting propagation effects is not valid anymore, which is the criterion for the
bounds on usability of the presentedmeasurementmethods in [66]. By using
the termination impedances in (5.15) these expressions simplify to:

ƒNE ≈ αβc

α
�
1 + β2

�p
ϵr + β

�
1 − α2

�p
ϵre

(5.24a)

≈ 1

2πℓ

cp
ϵr

, if α = β = 1 (5.24b)

ƒFE ≈ αβc

α
�
1 − β2�pϵr + β

�
1 − α2

�p
ϵre

(5.24c)

→∞ if α = β = 1. (5.24d)

The final approximations yield the transition frequencies for perfect termi-
nation of the MTL. The near-end expression is similar to that in [66], though
the permittivity of the exterior transmission line is not present here while it
is in that standard. When permittivities of interior and exterior transmission
lines are equal, the near-end expression in (5.24) is equal to that in the stan-
dards [66]. The far-end transition frequency approaches infinity with perfect
terminations. For equal permittivities inside and outside the coax this again
coincides with [66]. Possible resonances caused by differences in propaga-
tion speeds can only be obtained from the completeMTL solution since these
propagation effects are contained only in the higher order terms, which illus-
trates a limitation of the low-frequency analysis methods.
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5.2.3 The effects of dielectrics and mismatches
The MTL models for transfer impedance measurements described in Section
5.2.1 can be utilised to determine the sensitivitywith the variousmodel param-
eters. The focus in this section is to investigate the effects of dielectrics and
mismatches to the measured transfer impedance. Firstly, the following cases
are analysed:

• Comparison of measurement setups with fixed terminations and dielec-
tric permittivity

• Fixed terminations with varying dielectric permittivity

• Varying terminations with fixed dielectric permittivity

In these cases the dielectric properties and terminations of inner and outer
transmission lines are varied. All other parameters are fixed to specific values:
shield radius rs = 3 mm, inner conductor radius r2 = 0.8 mm, injection wire
radius r1 = 0.51 mm, separation distance d = 4.01 mm and length of the trans-
mission line equal to 1 m. For comparison also two triaxial results are given.
After the analysis of these parameter variations, the procedure introduced

at the start of this chapter is followed to determine the actual sensitivity with
respect to dielectric and mismatch parameters. The output for which sensi-
tivities are computed is the far-end measured transfer impedance, since this
method ismore commonly used, for reasons given in the sections below. In all
simulations, the input transfer impedance is generated by the BEtter Analysis
of TRansfer Impedance of Cable Shields (BEATRICS) model [39], and is plotted
in Figure 5.12.

Comparison of measurement setups - fixed terminations and permittivi-
ties

Consider the situation in which both the internal and external circuit are ter-
minatedwith perfectlymatched impedances, e.g. α and β in (5.15) are equal to
one. Moreover, the interior and exterior permittivites are fixed to ϵr = 2.5 and
ϵre = 1. Simulation results for the closed-form transfer impedance, as well as
the transfer impedance obtained in the line injection and triaxial model are
given in Figure 5.13. All results are given for both near-end and far-end, ex-
cept for the triaxial case, in which only far-end evaluation is possible due to
the short circuit at near-end. The blue line represents the input transfer im-
pedance used in (5.12), which is computed by the BEATRICS model. This line
is covered by the closed-form solution for far-end transfer impedance, given
in green. This result is obtained by the ratio of far-end voltage in (5.21) and a
similar expression for the injection current. These closed-form expressions are
only valid for electrically short cables. Nevertheless, the near-end expression
does show the trend caused by the long line effects, causing a maximum in
measured transfer impedance.
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Figure 5.12: Input transfer impedance for MTL sensitivity analysis.

Comparing theMTL simulations for thenear and far-end line injectionmea-
surements, the results clearly illustrate the fact that far-end measurements
are valid up to higher frequencies, since the resonances caused by differences
in propagation speeds in the interior and exterior transmission line occur at a
later instance. For the far-end setup, the triaxial result is also shown in Figure
5.13. Apart from the clear resonance caused by different propagation speeds
this result shows extra fluctuations, which are a consequence of the inherent
mismatched terminations, since the near-end of the exterior circuit is short-
circuited. This causes the presented triaxial setup to be applicable up to lower
frequencies than line injection, which is consistent with standards and litera-
ture [66,72].
Since in practice far-end setups are more frequently used by their higher

frequency range of applicability, the following sections will show only far-end
results.

Characteristic terminations - Varying dielectric permittivities

Figure 5.14 shows simulated far-end transfer impedance results when the per-
mittivity inside the shield under test is changed to ϵr = 2.5 and ϵr = 4, while
ϵre is kept fixed to 1. The terminations are kept perfectly matched. For ϵr = 2.5
this coincides with the 50 Ω often used in practice.
The change in interior relative permittivity from 2.5 to 4 yields higher dif-

ferences in the propagation speeds of the interior and exterior transmission
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Figure 5.13: Simulation results for the line injection and triaxial methodwith character-
istic terminations and ϵr = 2.5 and ϵre = 1. Closed-form solutions are also shown, of
which the far-end result is exactly equal to the BEATRICS input.
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Figure 5.14: Simulation results for the line injection and triaxial method with charac-
teristic terminations, ϵre = 1 and varying interior permittivity. Only far-end results are
shown.
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lines. The results in Figure 5.14 show that this increase leads to an earlier res-
onance in the measured transfer impedance, making the setup usable up to
lower frequencies. Again, results for both the line injection and triaxial meth-
ods are shown, and a similar conclusion on permittivity dependency holds for
both methods. This is confirmed by the analytical expressions for null fre-
quencies [66, 72]. These show that indeed for far-end measurements the ap-
plicability of the measurement setups depend on the difference between ϵr
and ϵre, which increases if the permittivity is changed from 2.5 to 4.

Fixed dielectric permittivities - Varying mismatched terminations

The effect ofmismatches on themeasurements of transfer impedance can be
simulated by changing the values of α and β in (5.15). Since matching of the
coax is usually easier than matching of the injection wire in case if line injec-
tion, here mismatches in the exterior domain are investigated. In Figure 5.15
results are presented when the value for α is varied from 1 (matched case) to
0.75 and 0.5 (mismatched cases). The exterior termination is matched (β = 1)
and ϵr = 2.5 and ϵre = 1. Clearly, when introducing an increasing mismatch
(decreasing α) fluctuations observed on top of the resonance effects caused
by the differences in interior and exterior propagation speeds, increase. How-
ever, the trends of measured transfer impedances are not changed much by
the increasing mismatches. Therefore, ensuring equal propagations speeds
in and outside of the coax seems to bemore critical to achieve a good estima-
tion of inductance values for transfer impedance than matching the exterior
transmission line.

Sensitivity analysis

For the case with mismatched terminations and dielectrics, sensitivity with
respect to the termination impedances and dielectric constants is analysed.
Firstly, the material properties for the inner and outer transmission lines are
fixed to ϵr = 2.5 and ϵre = 4, while the terminations of the internal and ex-
ternal circuits are both 50 Ω, which coincides with α = 1.16 and β = 1. These
two parameters are separately varied with those mean values and a standard
deviation of 0.1μ, for which the results are shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.16 shows both sensitivity and transfer impedance statistics for vari-

ations in β (and α fixed to 1.16), which governs impedance mismatches in the
internal transmission line. As before, the horizontal and dashed lines in these
sensitivity plots indicate the different regions explained in Figure 5.2. As ex-
pected, for low frequencies there is no influence of mismatches to measured
transfer impedance. Only for higher frequencies, where the resonances start
to occur, there is an effect of impedancemismatch. However, for mismatches
with standard deviation of 10% of the characteristic impedance of the interior
line, the influence is still small, as is observed from Figure 5.16b. For β > 1 the
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Figure 5.15: Simulation results for the line injection and triaxial method with ϵr = 2.5
and ϵre = 1, while the terminations of the interior transmission line are matched and
the exterior terminations are varied. Only far-end results are shown.

measured transfer impedance will be slightly larger than the analytical value,
and for β < 1 results will be smaller.
Figure 5.17b shows the sensitivity with respect to the exterior line termina-

tions. That is, the parameter α has been varied and β is fixed to one to ob-
tain these results. Again, for low frequencies the sensitivity is negligible, but
for high frequencies these termination impedances do have influence to the
measured transfer impedance. As opposed to the interior terminations, a de-
viation from the exterior characteristic impedance causes fluctuations of the
measured result around the analytical transfer impedance, while the slope of
the trend with respect to frequency is not affected.
For the sensitivity with respect to material properties, the termination im-

pedances are now fixed to (5.15) with α = 1.16 and β = 1. Figure 5.18 gives
sensitivity and statistic results for the case in which the interior material is
changed and ϵre = 4. The sensitivity with respect to the exterior permittivity
is similar and not shown here. At the frequency where long line effects start
to play a role, the sensitivity is comparable to that in Figure 5.17b. However,
towards the first resonance the sensitivity with respect to the permittivity in-
creases rapidly. This is causedby the fact that by a change in interior permittiv-
ity, the difference in propagation speeds of interior and exterior transmission
lines is changes. At its turn, this shifts the resonance yielding high sensitivi-
ties for the transfer impedance at those frequencies. Figure 5.19 showsmulti-
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ple SROM simulations that were input to the computation of sensitivity, and
these results confirm that shift in resonance frequency. Indeed, from theory
it is known that the first resonance in measured transfer impedance occurs
at [61]:

ƒr =
1

‖−11 − −12 ‖ℓ
. (5.25)

Here 1 and 2 are the propagation speeds outside and inside the coaxial
cable, respectively. Clearly, when these are equal, there will be no resonance.
The greater the difference in permittivities, the earlier a resonance will occur
and this will also cause the sensitivity to increase, for the case shown in Figure
5.19 to nearly 20 dB at 1 GHz.
Summarizing, Table 5.1 gives the sensitivity inMTL simulations ofmeasured

transfer impedance with respect to the four parameters that were investi-
gated. These values are all for a frequency of 1 GHz. Clearly, themeasurement
results are more sensitive to a deviation in permittivity of material than they
are for a change in termination impedance relative to characteristic imped-
ance.

Table 5.1: Sensitivities of transfer impedance at a frequency of 1 GHz.

Parameter Transmission Line Sensitivity
Termination impedance Interior -5.7 dB

Exterior -5.8 dB
Permittivity Interior 11.5 dB

Exterior 14.7 dB

5.3 Summary

In this chapter MTLmodels were applied to perform sensitivity analysis in two
cases:

• Crosstalk between twisted pairs in an overshield

• Transfer impedance measurement methods

Basedon theoryused throughout this thesis,MTLmodels are created for these
cases. The Stochastic Reduced Order Model is then applied to perform sensi-
tivity analysis. This SROMmethod can reduce computation times by a factor
in the order of a thousand when compared to the Monte Carlo method.
The first case considered comprises to two cable bundles with either two

or seven twistedwire pairs. The sensitivity results have been compared to that
of the Monte Carlo method. For cross-sectional parameters the result is very
accurate in the entire frequency range. For longitudinal parameters like the
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Figure 5.16: Simulated sensitivity results with respect to β.
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(b) Transfer impedance statistics.

Figure 5.17: Simulated sensitivity results with respect to α.
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(b) Transfer impedance statistics.

Figure 5.18: Simulated sensitivity results with respect to ϵr .
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Figure 5.19: SROM simulations and transfer impedance input (black) for variation in ϵr
around 2.5, and ϵre = 4

twist rate, results of the SROM method appear to be slightly unstable with
variations of a few dB. However, average crosstalk is computed accurately and
equal to that of MC simulations. Estimation of the standard deviation appears
to be slightly less accurate for such cases.
Sensitivities with respect to the twist rate of twisted wire pairs can be very

high. Both these sensitivities and theaveragenear-endcrosstalk canbegreatly
reduced by using different twist rates for the culprit and victim transmission
lines. Therefore, creating cable bundles with many different types of twisted
pairs would be good from a crosstalk perspective.
The influence of bundle twisting and the meandering of individual cables

along the length of the bundle were discussed. For the case of twisted pairs
with equal twist rates the bundle twist and cable meandering have no influ-
ence on the sensitivities with respect to inter-pair and intra-pair separation
distance. Only in the high-frequency area minor changes in the intra-pair
separation sensitivity are observed when cable meandering is included. For
the estimation of average crosstalk in case of twist rate uncertainty, the bun-
dle twist and cable meandering do not affect the results when twist rates are
equal. If victim and culprit TWP have unequal twist rate, bundle twist does
not change average crosstalk, but cable meandering should be included in
the model, since it increases the estimated average near-end crosstalk.
The second case considered deals with MTL simulation of two different

transfer impedance measurement methods: the line injection method and
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the triaxial method. By definition, transfer impedance is a quantity defined
over an infinitesimal piece of the shield, for which various analytical models
exist. However, when transfer impedance ismeasured thiswill always be done
on a samplewith a finite length, whichwill introduce transmission line effects.
The MTL simulations are able to predict such behaviour in these measure-
ments. Moreover, closed-form expressions are extracted that lead to some
transition frequencies similar to the standards, which are useful to investigate
the origin of resonances in transfer impedance measurements.
Sensitivity analysis with respect to the terminations of the transmission

lines and dielectric permittivities are performed. These show that the most
sensitive parameter is the dielectric permittivity. A larger difference in relative
permittivities of the interior and exterior transmission line will enforce larger
deviations in propagation speeds of the two lines, causing resonances to oc-
cur earlier in the frequency domain. A mismatch in terminations only causes
small fluctuations on top of the previously mentioned behaviour; the trend
with frequency remains similar. Therefore, ensuring that the permittivities of
the interior and exterior transmission lines are closer in value will extend the
range of applicability of the measurement setup and ease the estimation of
inductive properties of transfer impedance.
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6 | Conclusions and future
research

Sustainable aviation is inescapable, and consequently so is the electrification
of an increasing amount of on-board systems, for which connections have to
be provided as part of the EWIS. The quest for weight optimisation of EWIS
requires crosstalk analysis in many design stages and iterations. This thesis
has provided alternatives to time-consuming full-wave solutions or full-detail
MTL equations. The focus has been on the development ofmethods that yield
crosstalk predictions and are useful for incorporation in optimisation proce-
dures and decision-making processes for early risk assessments. Specifically,
one chapterwas dedicated to each of the four goals set out in Section 1.2. Their
conclusions are given in this chapter.

Chapter 2

The second chapter of this thesis has introduced low-frequency methods to
derive closed-form expressions for crosstalk in MTLs, which was identified as
the first goal in Section 1.2. Application of this method has resulted in expres-
sions for crosstalk between wire pairs close to a perfectly conducting ground
plane or without nearby ground plane. The closed-form expressions clearly
relate crosstalk levels to all designable parameters and show in one instant to
which one crosstalk is most sensitive. For the cable configurations that were
analysed, separation distance is themost relevant parameter, especially when
agroundplane is included. In that case the changeof crosstalk canbeup to 24
dB/decade for a change in separation. The derived crosstalk expressions were
also converted into a clear overview of all parameter dependencies, which can
serve as design rule in the design processes of EWIS. Finally, another applica-
tion of the low-frequency approximations was found in the speed-up of cross-
talk computations for non-uniform cables. By applying the low-frequency al-
ternatives to uniform cascaded sections, speed-ups in the order of a factor 20
in computation times can be achieved.
Testing the given expressions for their applicability as actual practical EWIS

design rules is considered future research. To that extent there is a need to fur-
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ther test the validity boundaries for more complex cases. It has already been
shown that the addition of extra nearby cables has little effect on the parame-
ter dependencies, but there are more complications imaginable, such as vio-
lation of the geometrical assumptions used in Chapter 2 or addition of bundle
shields that will serve as reference instead of the nearby ground plane.

Chapter 3

This chapter has introduced generic predictions of crosstalk for cables that
involve shielding, which is used in great quantities in aircraft wiring for pro-
tection against crosstalk and external interferences. Low-frequencymethods
introduced in Chapter 2 again yielded closed-form expressions for crosstalk
between for instance an unshielded wire and a double shielded wire. Results
show clear distinctions in frequency behaviour caused by the shields. Further
simplificationof the expressionshasprovidedgeneric predictions that include
crosstalk levels and transition frequencies for each frequency region, yielding
the results for the second goal indicated in Section 1.2. Readily available pa-
rameter dependencies for these expressions showwhich phenomenon of the
shield is responsible for which effect in crosstalk behaviour.
Applicability of the obtained generic crosstalk predictions can be found in

understanding the use of cable shields, aswell as optimisation of EWISweight
versus desired protection against interference by shielding. Tuning shields
such that suppression of crosstalk is achieved in specific frequency regions
can be based on generic predictions. Further maturation towards such opti-
misations is considered future work. This also includes generic predictions of
other cable configurations, involving for instance shielded wire pairs. In prin-
ciple the coupling mechanism between such cables is still common-mode
and thus predictions can be based on the ones available for coaxes. How-
ever, specifically the presence of imbalances in terminations and geometry
of shielded wire pairs and the corresponding effects on crosstalk behaviour
should be part of future research.

Chapter 4

The third goal of this thesis involves crosstalk analysis in the vicinity of CFRP
groundplanes. To enable the analysis of crosstalk configurations in allmodern
and future aircraft, twonovelmethods havebeen introduced inChapter 4 that
are based on the MTL models, but allow the incorporation of ground planes
with finite conductivity and thickness, such as CFRP fuselage panels. The first
method, MTL-DG, utilises a discretisation of the ground plane in a finite array
of cylindrical wires. The lossy properties can be incorporated by analytical ex-
pressions for the losses in cylindrical conductors. The secondmethod, MTL-GI,
incorporates aground impedancematrix that hasbeenderived fromavailable
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expressions for stratified earth. Both methods have been applied to the case
of crosstalk between wire pairs that are close to a CFRP ground plane. More-
over, the MTL-DG method has also been applied to wire pairs between two
CFRP ground planes. In all cases the presented models have been validated
against full-wave MoM simulations and measurements, yielding an excellent
match in crosstalk results. However, for the developedMTLmodels, computa-
tion times on a simple laptop can be from 900 up to 70,000 times faster when
compared to Method of Moment simulations on a 10-core Linux server.
Measurements and simulations have both confirmed the observation that

replacement of aluminium ground planes by composite alternatives intro-
duces an interesting switch in crosstalk behaviour in the frequency domain.
Both finite thickness and conductivity of the ground plane are important pa-
rameters in this change of behaviour. The transition appears around the fre-
quency for which the skin depth of the material is in the same order as the
thickness of the ground plane. Below this frequency, EM fields penetrate
uniformly through the CFRP ground plane, return currents distribute broadly
under the wires, and crosstalk levels are similar to that between wire pairs
without nearby ground plane. Above this frequency, the fields are unable to
penetrate the CFRP further than one skin depth. Therefore, return currents
concentrate more at the surface and below the current-driving wire and con-
sequently crosstalk levels are equal to those for aluminium ground planes.
Further research should include investigations of the possibility to adapt

the MTL-GI method to cases with cabling between two composite ground
planes. It will include the use of for instance a Laplace solver to estimate p.u.l.
parameters, as well as adaptation of the ground impedance matrix. More-
over, it is recommended to research the limitations of the given MTL models
for lossy ground planes, especially when in case of wires between two ground
planes these are placed very close to each other. This results in computation-
ally tedious and challenging tasks for full-wave solvers. Moreover, there is a
huge challenge when comparing simulation results for such cases with mea-
surements, since placing the ground planes so close to each other yields very
low crosstalk levels that might well be below the dynamic range of the mea-
surement setup. However, validation is required, since the application of an-
alytic wide-separation formulas for inductance and capacitance is prone to
yield errors in crosstalk predictions when the separation of wires and ground
conductors become smaller than 2 or 3 wire radii. Further research should
indicate if, and if so at which point, numerical approximation of the p.u.l. be-
comes inevitable.

Chapter 5

The final chapter of this thesis focused on the fourth goal set out in Section
1.2 and has applied MTLmodels developed in earlier chapters to perform sen-
sitivity analyses. Two cases were considered, being crosstalk between twisted
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wire pairs in shielded cable bundle and the simulation of transfer impedance
measurementmethods. In both cases SROMshavebeenapplied toobtain the
mean and standard deviation of an output parameter for a certain change in
input parameters. This statistical method is much more efficient than for in-
stance the well-known Monte Carlo method, in the sense that it uses only a
small but smartly chosen subset of the roughly 10 to 100 thousand samples
required for Monte Carlo simulations.
Sensitivity analyseshavefirst beenperformed for crosstalkbetween twisted

pairs in a shielded cable bundle. Sensitivity of several parameters has been
investigated, among which intra-pair and inter-pair separation distances and
twist rates. It appeared that the SROMmethod yields results that match very
well with MC simulations. Only for the case in which different twist rates were
applied to the twisted pairs some variability in the results was observed for the
sensitivity with respect twist rate. For this case, average crosstalk predictions
are equal for the SROM and MC method, however there is some instability in
the estimation of standard deviations.
Even though for aviation industry theapplicationof twistedpairswith equal

twist rate is very realistic, the sensitivity analyses in Chapter 5 has revealed that
it would be good practice to use a variation of twist rates, since this reduces
average crosstalk as well as sensitivity with respect to twist rates. In general,
the twist rate is a parameter yielding very high sensitivity. Finally, the effects of
bundle twist and cable meandering to the sensitivity results have been inves-
tigated. Only in case of the estimation of average crosstalk between twisted
pairs with unequal twist rates cable meandering has some impact. For all
other cases, bundle twist and cable meandering has negligible effect on pa-
rameter sensitivities.
In the second case of sensitivity analysis, theMTLmodels of shielded cables

introduced in Chapter 3 have been applied to investigate effects of changes
in the setups for line injection and triaxial transfer impedance measurement
methods. The analysis showed that mismatches in termination impedances
and a difference in interior and exterior material permittivity have effects to
transfer impedance measurement that can be distinguished. Differences in
relative permittivity of the interior and exterior transmission line of the mea-
surement setup cause differences in propagation speeds of those lines. A
larger difference in propagation speedswill ensure an earlier first resonance in
the measured transfer impedance. Therefore, in the high frequency area the
measured transfer impedance is highly sensitive to a change in relative per-
mittivity. Termination mismatches will result in smaller fluctuations around
the general trend of transfer impedance, making the measured transfer im-
pedance less sensitive to the corresponding parameters.
Further research could include the investigation of the effects that an er-

ror in transfer impedancemeasurement would have on crosstalk predictions.
Moreover, sensitivity analysis can be applied in broader cases that are realistic
in aircraft wiring systems, with the aim to further validate newly developed
design rules for EWIS in future aircraft.
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